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WHEATNEr FUTURE PROOF! 
WHEATNET LETS YOU ROUTE THOUSANDS of hi-directional signals at ONCE in just 60 

microseconds— all secure, virus-proof and in just 2 rackspaces! WHEATNET leaps way ahead of conven-
tional stacked router or IP-based designs, interconnecting up to 48 studios (each with its own independent 
mix engines and I/O resources) using just one CAT-5 wire per studio, plus providing systemwide X-Y control 
from one central location. You can even meter and monitor (in stereo) any signal systemwide. 

REDUNDANCY? We've got that covered too: just add a second WHEATNET and CAT-5 link from each 
studio and have an AUTOMATIC standby interconnect for the ENTIRE system! 

WHEATSTONE has a proven track record for digital networking; benefit from our experience! 
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48 CAT-5 PORTS with 128 audio channels 
(plus embedded control data) per port. 
THAT'S 6144 TRAFFIC CHANNELS IN JUST 

TWO RACK SPACES! 

%VVh•cDc_,-tc,r) GET THE POWER! 
tel 252-638-7000 / sales@ copyright 0 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation 



FlexStarTM HDI-100 Importer HDE-100 Exporter 1-10X-FM/HD Exciter 

'I mommend the inexStar Exciter. 

Wean extremely reliable wayi to launch HD Radio"broadcasti-rh." 

Bob Hensler 
Vice President of Engineering 
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Managing Content. Delivering Results. 
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Real Time Adaptive Correction 

Provides easy venfication of FCC 

mask compliance. 

"We've found Harris' new Exciter, along with the Importer and Exporter, to be very flexible and 
reliable. There are more inputs on this Exciter than any other brand, allowing flexibitity and 

minimal downtime. Plus, Harris is the first to include iBiquity's Exgine Architecture which gives 
us a simplified, more reliable installation. With the help of Harris, we now provide more streams 
and channels to the Denver population without adding transmission sites. I recommend the 
Harris FlexStar family to other radio groups. It's as easy as new technology can be to operate 
and helps us accomplish our goals." 

94feRIS assuredcommunications-
Broadcast • Microwave • R F • Government Systems www.harris.com 

HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 2006. 
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Find the Mie Sweepstakes 
Grand Prize Winner for 2005 

Congratulations to Randy Nor-
ris, assistant chief engineer of 
Susquehanna Cincinnati. 
Randy's name was drawn for the 
grand prize, a Neumann RCM 104 micro-
phone, in the Find the Mic Sweepstakes for 2005. 

The Find the Mie Sweepstakes continues every month 
in Radio magazine. See page 6 for details on how to 
enter this and every month. Find the hidden mie icon on 
the cover and you could be our next winner. 
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ON THE COVER: 
Remote broadcasts are part 

of radio's regular routine. 
However, this month we 

bring you two remotes that 
are anything but routine. 

Cover design by 
Michael J. Knust. 
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Remote 
Broadcasting 

over the Internet 
IS MERE 

6/DSL, Cable 

With more flexibility than any other codec on the 
market, Tieline's latest development delivers high 
quality mono and stereo audio from remote locations 
over the internet. This includes DSL, ADSL, Wireless, 
cable and satellite IP networks. 

Existing G3 customers can upgrade their software to 
try Audio over IP free for 30 days. 

Make 2 remote connections at once! Connect one IP 
remote and the second over POTS, ISDN, GSM or IP 
at the same time. 

Learn how to set up your studio for wired and wireless 
IP remotes and listen to Tieline Audio samples at 
www.tieline.com/ip 

Contact your favorite dealer today to organize a free 
demo. Hurry, the demo schedule is filling fast! 

800-950-0750 

Satellite, WiFl 

Tieline Commander G3 
POTS, ISDN, GSM & IP Codec 

Tieline  
www.tieline.com 
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Currents Online 
Selected headlines from the past month. 

Clear Channel Buys RCS 
RCS is also the owner of Media Monitors and Florical,a 
manufacturer of TV automation software. All the RCS 
companies are included in the sale. 

Google to Acquire Dmarc Broadcasting 
Google plans to integrate Dmarc technology into the 
Google Ad Words platform to create a new radio ad 
distribution channel for Google advertisers. 

HD Digital Radio Alliance Creates 
Engineering Cooperative 

The goal is to provide assistance to all the member stations. Gary Kline, corporate director of engi-
neering for Cumulus, has agreed to lead this group. 

HD Digital Radio Alliance Names First 28 Markets for 1102 Rollouts 
The alliance notes that there will be about 264 new HD2 channels. The alliance members have also agreed 
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to offer the multicast streams commercial-free 
during the rollout. 

Harris to Open Miami Office 
The new office allows Harris to better serve its 
Central and South American and 
Caribbean customers. 

Broadcast Electronics to Host HD 
Radio Seminar 

The engineering seminars are specifically de-
signed for consulting engineers and will be held 
Feb. 28 and March 2. 

SBE Moves to New Offices 
The society moved into its new home on Feb. 3. 
The new office is a block from the old one. 

Site Features 
Currents Online Weekly E-mail 

Get the Radio magazine headlines delivered to 
your e-mail box every Monday morning. 
Subscribe today for the latest radio 
technology headlines. 

The DAB Answer Series is Online 
Each quarter, Insight to IBOC covers a specific 
aspect of digital audio broadcasting. The last 
installment was in the May issue. The complete 
content of each issue is available online as well. 
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Can a broadcast console have a fan club? 

"The more I learned about Axia, the 

more impressed I became with their 

routing system and consoles, and 

how well their network topology 

was designed. We ordered nine 

studios, and we love it. Our 

operators keep raving 

about how easy things 

are to operate. Even our 

listeners tell us how good 

WOR sounds!" 

— Thomas R. Ray Ill, CPBE, Vice President / 
Corporate Director of Engineering, Buckley Radio 

"We liked Axia consoles so much 

we installed them in a second 

studio. Then a third. Then a whole 

second cluster. And Axia 

cost about half what some 

companies wanted us to 

spend. My colleagues are 

so impressed, they want 

Axia consoles in their stations, too!" 

— Jorge Garza, Chief Engineer 
Univision Radio, McAllen, Texas 

"The announcers tell us how much 

they love working with the Axia 

consoles... It's great to be 

able to setup and save 

multiple configurations 

that can be recalled at a 

moment's notice. I don't 

know why we hadn't gone this 

route earlier. Where we're installing 

new equipment, we're onboard 

with Axia." 

— Owen Martin, Director of Engineering, 
Newcap Radio, Alberta, Canada 

"Axia's Ethernet links are switched 

connections - no hubs. With guaran-

teed bandwidth, and some clever 

clocking mechanisms, latency 

simply isn't an issue. With regard 

to cost, we found a significant 

difference between Axia 

and the other options we 

examined. Going with 

Axia cut our costs by 

roughly 33%..." 

— Ethan Torrey, Chief of Research & Development, 
Minnesota Public Radio 

"I've worked with lots of equipment 

in the past 30 years, and Axia is 

by far the easiest system to install 

and get up to speed with. 

There are just a few cables 

instead of hundreds; the 

entire installation - with 

testing - took just one 

week." 

— Rudy Agus,Chief Engineer, Hi-Favor Broadcasting 
Los Angeles, California 

"The jocks took to the new Axia 

consoles like fish to water. Show 

Profiles are their favorite 

part, because they can all 

have custom board set-

ups. Since the first studio 

was installed, we've add-

ed a new production and interview 

studio, and we plan on building 

three more studios. It'll be all Axia, 

all the way to the transmitter." 

— Marc Johnson, Chief Engineer, WEGL-FM 
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 

www.AxisAudlo.com 
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ach year in January the consumer elec-
tronics industry gathers to show every-
thing—and I mean everything—related 
to this field. The convention itself is huge. 
Held in Las Vegas, it covers all of the Las 
Vegas Convention Center, all of the Sands 
Expo Center and occupies space in several 
hotels. If you think that NAB convention is 
big,you should see CES sometime. 
The last CES I attended was a few years 

ago,and I was looking forward to seeing the 
latest and greatest of everything electronic 
for the consumer. I was only able to spend 
one day on the convention floor, which is 
hardly enough time to see everything, so 
I focused my attention on one piece of 
technology: HD Radio. 
In January 2005,21 radio group owners 

committed to convert more than 2,000 sta-
tions to HD Radio. At the end of 2005, the 
HD Digital Radio Alliance was formed to 
promote HD Radio through radio broad-
casters themselves. By the time 2005 ended, 
more than 600 stations touted having HD 
Radio transmissions on the air. 

All this attention to HD Radio sounded 
great. When I began making my plans to 
visit the CES, I looked forward to seeing 
the large presence that HD Radio would 
have relating to all the recent news. I had 

heard that many manufacturers would 
display HD Radio receivers, and I 

anticipated seeing the buzz that 
HD Radio would finally receive 
from the attendees at the CES. 
Unfortunately, the actual HD 
Radio presence was bland. I 
was looking for HD Radio 
and I had trouble finding it. 
Imagine if I were looking for 
any new technology,like the 
consumer press editors from 
Wired and Rolling Stone 
were. I wonder if they 
actually found it. 
I started my CES visit 

in the CES Innovations 
Awards exhibit. These are 
products that are sup-
posed to represent the top 

technology at the convention, so I thought it was a good 
place to start. Of the hundreds of products shown there, 
there was only one that featured HD Radio: the Polk Audio 
Isonic Entertainment System. Good news for Polk and HD 
Radio: it won the top award in the Audio Components 
category Unfortunately the mention of HD Radio was just 
part of its features. HD Radio didn't stand out to me. 
I moved on to other parts of the Sands and then the LVCC. 
I had an exhibitor list of booths showing HD Radio receiv-
ers, so I plotted a direct course to see what the showing 
was like. This is when I realized that if I were not looking 
for HD Radio I probably would have never found it. 
My first stop in the LVCC was the lbiquity booth. You've 

seen a similar display at the NAB convention: the white 
cube in the center with info and a display of HD Radio 
receivers.This time,there were several vehicles in the booth 
showing HD Radio technology as well. It was a nice try,but 
it didn't stand out. CES is a marketing blitz. Every booth 
has lights, sound and tricked-out cars, and many of them 
have plenty of other attention-getting decorations. 
When I visited the booths of the HD Radio receiver 

manufacturers, I was disappointed. At most of the booths, 
the HD Radio unit was tucked in one corner. Most of 
the booth staffs knew little, if anything, about HD Radio. 
However, those that knew something were busy pushing 
their other products. 
After the convention ! talked to Peter Ferrara,the president 

of the HD Digital Radio Alliance, about the disappointing 
presence at CES. He told me that the focus of CES is the 
opportunity to sit down one-on-one at high levels and 
have meetings with the manufacturers and help them get 
further in the game. 
I suppose that approach is good as far as getting hard-

ware to the store shelves, but in the meantime, more than 
100,000 people still know nothing about HD Radio. CES 
was a chance to show them that terrestrial radio was just 
as important today as it ever was. Instead, the attendees 
are further convinced that digital radio's future is with 
Sirius and XM, and portable digital audio is with media 
players and cell phones. 

cc_aet 
Chriss Scherer, editor 
cscherereprimediabusiness.com 

E-mail: radio@primediabusiness.corn 
Fax: 913-514-7201 
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ACCESS 
Your Pass to 

Amazing Audio 
From Anywhere 

ALL AREA 
4 ACCESS 

Broadcast quality, real-time audio over the public 
Internet. Really. It works. 

ACCESS delivers mc no or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 
3G cellular, satellite— plus some services you may not have 
even heard of. Give-1 the challenges of the public Internet, 
it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real 
time over virtually any available IP connection. 

Want to learn more? 

Contact Comrex to get a FREE booklet that explains 
the ACCESS BRIC technology and how it differs from 
traditional IP codecs. 

Put Cornrex On The Line_ 

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info'àcomrex.com 
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 

Oaálbinill »WY 



Managing Technology 

The value-added engineer 
By Kevin McNamara, CNE 

t has always been my impression that en-
gineers are some of the most underrated 
people employed in a station. (To be fair, 
there are still a handful of owners and man-
agers who appreciate the role occupied by 
a qualified broadcast engineer, but these 
are the exception.) This industry-wide at-
titude has been prevalent for as long as I 
can remember. 

It wasn't always that way. In radio's first 
30 years, engineers were held in fairly high 
regard. During that time,TV was beginning 
to penetrate some of the larger markets; 

newspapers were radio's only real com-
petition in respect to news delivery. Radio 
was busy establishing itself as a reliable 
and credible medium that could deliver 
real time news stories and entertainment. 
It was less focused on the revenue aspects 
and more toward ensuring that the quality 
of its on-air product,technical and content, 
was competitive and the best that they 
could put forth given their resources and 

budget. Even in smaller markets, where maybe only one 
station existed, owners paid attention to the quality of 
the product. If you ever had the opportunity to dismantle 
an old facility, you would see evidence of the workman-
ship—how the wires were bundled carefully with lace, 
the neatness of the layout and in the documentation 
prepared (typically full blueprints.) 
Engineers were perhaps the larger part of radio's early 

success: they designed, built and installed the facilities; 
they ran the audio boards; they did the production; in 
some cases, they were the air talent and general manager. 
As the industry matured, it move toward a different oper-
ating model. Radio reached, and was increasingly used, 
by a large portion of the population, garnering a large 
share of advertising revenues. New stations appeared and 
competition for those advertising dollars increased. Now 
stations,while still realizing the need fora reliable technical 
product, have shifted their focus to developing the on-air 
product and creating a superior sales force. It was dur-
ing this period that I believe the role for an engineer was 
somehow diminished and relegated to a smaller group of 
people that worked in the background. 
In 2006, those attitudes haven't changed a lot, which is 

ironic because the engineer probably plays a much more 
important part in the station's operation than ever before. 
Beyond the traditional responsibilities of maintaining 
studio and transmitter facilities, engineers are also han-
dling the computers,telephones and data networks, not to 
mention the occasional request to do carpentry,electrical, 
plumbing and fixing the station vehicles. 

The value you add 
Have you ever stopped to think about the added value 

that you bring to your employer? You may not be required 
to do all the items listed, but you can be sure that you are 
doing more than simply maintaining studios and transmit-
ters. I've seen recent salary surveys that place broadcast 
engineers at or below what you might expect at any number 
of possible careers where you already have a reasonable 
level of experience. When considered in these terms, it 
is clear that a competent broadcast engineer brings a 
tremendous amount of value to a company. 
I'm not convinced,with the current breed of the characters 

managing radio stations,that you would be able to make a 
case to your employer that you deserve additional money 
based on your skill-set,because after all,they're doing you 
a favor giving you the job in the first place, right? 

Identify your skills 
Webster's defines the word "skills"as"prof iciency, facility 

or dexterity that is acquired or developed through training 
or experience 

10 February 2006  Ra100_10116111azine www.beradio.com 



breaking down barriers 

acbal height 
mm inch 

1 

20 
For more information 

10 visit www. klotzdigital.com or call 678-966-9900 

DIGITAL RADIO ON-AIR CONSOLE 

I edi gm  
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• Full Audio Networking 

• Any signal anywhere 

• Complete format store, name and recall system 

• Dynamic control matrix 

• Dynamics and EQ control 

• Powerful Mix-Minus capabilities 

+Level meters for all buses and selected inputs 

+Talkback 

+Macro programming 

+Voice processing presets 

+16-character channel name displays 

+Ultra slim low profile design - only 1" thicK! 

+Table-top mounting. no furniture cutouts "eguired 

+Split or straight console options 

+GUI based Autoconfig Setup Tool 

Starting at $10K! 
Including surface, audio engine and audio platform 

AEON - the latest innovation from the market leader 

DIGITAL 
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m I'll guarantee that you have developed 
skills that you may not have realized have 
added value to a current or future employer. 
Take a few minutes to think about the fol-
lowing skills you have no doubt developed 
beyond the obvious (network administrator, 
circuit designer, facilities manager).These 
are all marketable skills, though you might 
want to consider additional education, 
training and certifications. Here are a few 
you may not have considered. 
Project manager. As an engineering 

manager or chief engineer,you have prob-
ably been involved with building new or 
upgrading facilities. In that role,were you in-
volved with the initial design,working with 
outside vendors (architectural,mechanical, 
contractors) or managing the successful 
completion of the project? Project manag-
ers are required in all industries and tend to 
be some of the higher paying professions. 
You should consider the Project Manage-
ment Profession (PMP) certification from 
the Project Management Institute (www. 
pmi.org). It is the globally recognized 
organization for project management 

Ram Broadcast Systems builds studios for 

most of North America's major networks, 

group stations, and news organizations. 

• Studio Design & Fabrication 

• Pre-Wired Systems 

• Broadcast Furniture 

• Switchers 

• Mytering 

• Amplifiers 

• Wire Et Cable 

• Racks 

• Accessories 

• Used Equipment 

• And Morel 

training and certification. 
Procurement manager/purchasing agent. You're prob-

ably involved with evaluati ng,negotiating and purchasing 
equipment. This is basically the job of a procurement 
manager. Every company is in the business of purchas-
ing materials and equipment. The Institute for Supply 
Management (www.ism.ws) offers the Certified Purchas-
ing Manger (CPM) certification, which it claims was the 
first professional designation for purchasing and supply 
management. 
Project controls analyst. This is also referred to as cost en-

gineering. In the course of planning and working through a 
project,you are evaluating better, cheaper, faster, stronger, 
more efficient methods of performing certain tasks, typi-
cally resulting in a savings for your employer. This is classic 
time/value of money analysis. For example, this could be 
the analysis of necessary resources needed to complete 
a project vs. the effect time may have on the business or 
what equipment is necessary to accomplish a certain end. 
The Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering 
(www.aacei.org) offers five certifications in this field. 
These are just some of the skills you probably have ac-

quired. I hope this has given you some incentive to more 
closely evaluate the experience and abilities gained in your 
present position, and possibly turn them into real added-
value strengths that will ensure your future growth. 

McNamara is president of Applied Wireless, Cape Coral, FL 

Ratito manazine 12 February 2006 www.beradio.com 



FCC Update 
VVelicasting royalty fees in play 

.ew proceeding has begun to set the music copyright roy-
'ty fees that stations streaming on the Internet will pay to 
.cord companies and recording artists for 2006-2010. The 
ew fees are not likely to be finalized until late in 2006,but, 
mce set, they will apply retroactively to Jan. 1,2006. 
A total of 41 parties have signed up to participate in the 

rate proceeding. These include radio broadcast associa-
tions,including NPR and the NRB; more than 10 large radio 
group owners; large Internet-only webcasters not affiliated 
with on-air radio stations;satellite radio companies; Internet 
media companies such as Yahoo and AOL; webcasting 
service companies, which provide a variety of services 
for large numbers of on-air and Internet-only webcasters; 
and the two principal combatants: Digital Media Associa-
tion (DIMA), the trade association for large Internet-only 

glwebcasters and big Internet media companies; and Sound 
-Exchange,which represents,collects copyright royalty fees 
for,and distributes the fees to 1,000 record companies and 
12,000 recording artists holding copyrights for 85 percent 
f the music recordings sold in the United States. 

new start 
A three-month negotiation period ended in May 2005 
ithout a settlement between record labels and webcasters. 
at set the stage for the submission of written fee proposals 
o the Copyright Royalty Judges (CRJ) in October. 
DIMA proposed much lower royalty fees than those cur-
-ently paid. It proposed that webcasters pay 5.5 percent 
of revenues, which it said was essentially equal to the 
royalties webcasters pay to music publishers and song-
writers through ASCAF: BMI and SESAC. Currently, only 
small webcasters pay fees based on a percentage of their 
revenues. As alternatives, DIMA proposed that webcast-
ers continue to be subject to the current rate structure, 

Dateline 
April 1 is the deadline for radio stations, LPFMs 

and FM translator stations in Delaware and Penn-
sylvania to file their 2006 renewal applications. 
Also by April 1, radio stations (but not LPFMs 

or FM translators) in Delaware and Pennsylvania 
must file with the FCC their biennial ownership 
reports and annual EEO program reports, and 
place their annual EEO reports in their public 
files and post them on their websites. 
April 1 is the filling date for biennial ownership 

reports for radio stations in Indiana, Kentucky 
and Tennessee. 
Stations in Texas also must place their annual 

EEO reports in their pubic files and on their web-
sites by April 1. 

By Harry Martin 

which provides for a fixed price per hour 
of music streamed ora fixed price persong 
streamed. DIMA proposed a per-hour/per-
listener fee of 0.38 cents (compared with 
the current per-hour fee of 1.17 cents) and 
a per-song/per-listener fee of 0.025 cents 
(compared to the current per-song fee of 
0.076 cents). Large and small webcasters 
would pay the same fees. 
Sound Exchange countered with a pro-

posal for a large increase in royalty fees. It 
proposed that webcasters pay the larger 
of: (1) 30 percent of revenue; (2) 0.0019 
cents per-song/per-listener; or (3) a per-
hour/per-listener fee of 0.0247 cents for 
broadcast music simulcasts, 0.0019 cents 
for non-music broadcast simulcasts, and 
0.02945 cents for Internet-only webcasts. 
An adjustment factor of 25 percent would 
be added for all webcasts not proven to 
have been transmitted without any wireless 
component. For webcasters generating 
revenues, this would work out to paying 
Sound Exchange a total of 37.5 percent 
of revenues. 
The on-air broadcasters proposed a flat 

annual fee, regardless of the number of 
listeners, for streaming. The fee would be 
based on the on-airstation's market position 
and BIA revenue rank. In the five largest 
markets,stations would pay $8,000 annually 
mid-size stations $6,500 and small stations 
$6,000. Fees for stations in smaller markets 
would be lower, with rates for markets 
101 to 200 ranging from $500 to $ 1,000. 
Stations webcasting at least 95 percent 
news, business, talk or sports would pay a 
lower flat annual fee, ranging from $750 in 
the top-10 markets to $250 in the smallest 
markets. Stations webcasting at least 25 
percent news,business,talk orsports would 
be subject to a different fee structure. The 
minimum fee for partial-year streaming 
would be $250. All fees would increase 4 
percent per year. 

If no settlement is reached within a few 
months, the CRJs will issue a decision. 

Martin is immediate-past president of the Federal 
Communications Bar Association anda member 
of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, Arlington, VA. 
E-mail martin@thhlaw.com. 
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T TRENDS IN 

EVONOLOGNt 

A 1 

When the event is held in unusual place 
and situations, it's radio at its best 

By Doug Irwin 
en 5 u ccessfully creating a remote broadcast is much; ; 

easier now than it ever was before. As recentlyki 
as 15 years ago there were only two options fo 

a remote broadcast: buying an audio line (or lines) 
from the telephone company or using a radio link 
(probably a 450MHz system). Switched 56 and ISDN 
were in their infancies, and there was no equipment: i 
available to make use of them. For all intents and pur-
poses there was no Internet; no cable or DSL. Go back 
even farther (a little over 20 years) and you'll recall that 
to talk with the studio from the remote site we used a 
telephone (a regular dial-tone) and a long piece of 
wire to hook it up. A stereo music remote required 
the station to order two lines,which also required the 
station engineer to visit the remote site ahead of time 
to test both lines for continuity,frequency response and 
phase response. The telephone company used to cal 
this "stereo condition ing:' 

I'll admit that I don't miss that part at all. 
As technology has progressed,the telephone compan 

has found more and more ways to use the same ol 
copper wires buried in the ground so many years ag 
In Seattle we still use 8kHz audio lines for the home;';' 
games of the University of Washington Huskies because' 
it sounds better and it's easy to test remotely. We still' 
use dial-tone for POTS codecs, too. ISDN is ubiquitous; 
although there is more and more talk of it disappearingi 
Part of the reason for that,Isuppose,is that the telephone. 
company wants to use the same copper wires to carry 
more and more data,such as DSL. Fortunately, code 
that use DSL and Wi-fi are now available for use. 
And don't forget about the old-fashioned radiosystems 
New versions of the same old analog radio systems are 
still made and still serve a purpose. Cellular telephone 
technology has evolved as well and has greater potentia 
for use in carrying out remote broadcasts. 

The current state 
Currently,Tieline has introduced the l-mix G3,whic 

is a complete remote broadcast package with a built-i 
mixer. The l-mix has an expansion slot that can accom 
modate another POTS codec, an ISDN codec or a GSM 
module. The POTS codec plug-in can be used with the 
built-in unit to bond two analog phone lines together, 
providing mono,stereo or dual-mono audio feeds with 
a 15kHz frequency response. The ISDN codec uses 
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IBOC Installations 
bile stations transition to Ill) Radio, there are several decisions that Vii need to be made that relate to generating the digital signal. Separate 
antennas, high- or low-level combining and other options exist, and the 

decision to use a particular method is determined by each installation. In some 
cases, a particular choice may be obvious. For other operations the choice may 
not be so clear. Radio magazine asked several stations about the options they 
chose and why. 

Cox Radio-Tampa WSUN 
Split-level combining 
Roswell Clark, CSRE C'ES1.11cSE. 
director of technical operations 

Cox Radio-Tampa installed IBOC on 
three of its six Tampa FM stations during 
2005. Plans were considered in general 
terms in the preceding years and the sta-
tion took into consideration the eventual 
installation of HD Radio whenever major 
items for the stations were purchased. 

Despite the best efforts leading up to 
the actual installation date, changes in 
technology and remaining limitations in 
resources at the time of implementation 
directly affected critical decisions. For 
WSUN, physical space in the transmitter 
room was a premium. The station needed 

to replace a backup transmitter, and there is only one antenna at the site. For-
tunately, just prior to the installation, advancements in RF combining methods 
allowed creative solutions to be pursued. Split-level combining allowed us 
to keep the existing analog transmitter in service, and the Harris Z HD Radio 
transmitter supports can also be used in an analog-only mode (called C-mode), 
which allows it to also serve as a backup analog transmitter. 

Another space saver is the Dielectric Dibrid switchless combiner. It takes the 
place of three discreet switches and the HD Radio combiner. An added benefit 
is the glitchless transition between modes at the push of a button. 

Cumulus Broadcasting, Harrisburg, PA, WNNK 
Separate antenna 
Dave Supplee, regional engineering coordinator 

WNNK uses a Dielectric DCR-M interleaved antenna for analog and digital 
transmission. It features two bays for analog and two bays digital. The separate 
antenna method for IBOC was chosen for several reasons. 

The station needed to replace the main antenna. The old one had failed so it 
made sense to install something for IBOC at the same time. Tower loading was 
not an issue because the IBOC antenna portion was not nearly as heavy as the 
main analog. The station also owns the tower, so there were no lease issues. 

The digital antenna is fed with a 78" Heliax, which did not add significant 
tower load, nor was it expensive. The analog antenna uses a 3" Heliax. 

Except for low-level combining, all the combined systems require a capital 
expense of a second transmitter. Generally speaking, power levels over 10kW 
TPO do not make sense to run low-level because of the inefficiency of the 

This is part two of the article that ap-
peared in the November 2005 issue of 
Insight to IBOC. 
By Alex Kosiorek ‘1, ith the latest product an-

nouncements for the con-
sumer, it looks like surround-
sound broadcasting and HD 
Radio are making more headway 
in the radio broadcasting arena. 
However, there are still many 
questions to be answered and 
many tests are underway to ad-
dress the concerns of surround, 
which include the challenges of 
downmixing and the concerns 
about the three major propo-
nents that are vying for accep-
tance. It's too early to address 
the proposed MPEG surround 
technology, as its standardization 
is not yet complete and hard-
ware-based encoders/decoders 
will take some time thereafter 
to develop. 
As you may know, the three 

major proponents ( Dolby Pro-
logic II, Neural Audio 5225 and 
SRS Labs Circle Surround) take 
discrete multi-channel surround 
content and encode the multiple 
channels of audio into a stereo 
mix for transmission on standard 
two-channel delivery systems. 
The surround-encoded two-
channel stereo mix is called a 
down mix and referred to as Lt/Rt. 
Conversely, upmix is the term 
used to describe the surround 
material that is decoded from the 
two-channel stereo ( Lt/Rt) mix. 
Because of this downmix/upmix 
process, none of these systems 

continued on page 3 
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FLexStarTM HDI-100 Importer HDE-100 Exporter HDX-FM/HD Exciter Managing Content. Delivering Results. 

"I recommend the FlexStar- Exciter. 
• It's an extremely reliable way 

to launch HD Radio'broadcastilig 

Bob Hensler 

Vice President of Engineering 

111111111111111111111111111111111 

Real Time Adaptive Correction 

Provides easy verification of FCC 

mask compliance. 

"We've found Harris' new Exciter, along with the Importer and Exporter, to be very flexible and 
reliable. There are more inputs on this Exciter than any other brand, allowing flexibility and 
minimal downtime. Plus, Harris is the first to include iBiquity's Exgine Architecture which gives 

us a simplified, more reliable installation. With the help of Harris, we now provide more streams 
and channels to the Denver population without adding transmission sites. I recommend the 
Harris FlexStar family to other radio groups. It's as easy as new technology can be to operate 

and helps us accomplish our goals." 

941ZIZIS® assuredcommunications'" 
Broadcast • Microwave • R F • Government Systems www.harris.com 

HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 2006. 



IROC installations 

transmitter. The sepa-
rate antenna approach 
is the most efficient—the 
digital transmitter only 
needs to overcome the 
line loss. In this case, 
the analog TPO is 23kW 
(on a 25kW transmitter), 
and the IBOC transmitter 
runs 240W. As an added 
benefit, the effect on the 
ac load and power bill 
was minimal. Also, the 
main (now analog) trans-
mitter did not have the 
headroom to overcome 
the combiner losses. 

I considered Split-level combining at the time, but it was 
still on the drawing board during our installation. 

Cincinnati Public Radio WGUC-FM 
Low-level combining 
Don Danko, CBRE CBATT, LP engineering and operations 

The decision for WGUC to adopt and start broadcasting 
an IBOC signal was a direct result of long-term strategic 

planning that started be-
fore Ibiquity was formed. 
WGUC uses low-level 
combining to sum the 
analog and digital signals 
before it feeds the final 
amplifier. This method 
results in a one-trans-
mitter design to meet 
the licensed transmitter 
power output (TPO). 
and it eliminated the 
need for a big, external, 
high-level RF combiner. 
The benefits of this type 
of system are less trans-
mitter power consump-
tion, less cooling load 

and less equipment cost. It's less equipment to install and 
reduces the space needed within the transmitter room. 

Low-level combining was the perfect solution for WGUC. 
Various factors were considered in this selection but the 
most import one was WGUC's TPO. WGUC has an effective 
radiated power of 15kW, but with a five-bay antenna at 880 
feet height above average terrain the station is licensed for 
a TPO of 7.1kW. When the station made the decision to 
install HD Radio equipment two transmitter manufacturers 
were shipping an HD Radio exciter and a solid-state trans-
mitter that could produce the necessary power for WGUC 
to meet its required TPO. We chose equipment from Harris. 
Site preparation was completed and within two months the 
new transmitter arrived. The delivery truck pulled into the 
facility at 8 a.m. on July 26, 2003, and by 5 p.m. that day 
WGUC was the first public radio station in Ohio to broadcast 
an HD Radio signal. 

The art of surround 
continued from page 1 

create a true discrete multi-channel upmix identical 
to that of the original content, however, some sub-
jectively do a better job than others depending on 
the content and can complete the task of delivering 
the surround content quite impressively. Addition-
ally, unlike the older versions of these systems, all 
of the proposed systems provide full bandwidth and 
stereo imaging to the rear channels. 
Two of these technologies, Dolby's and SRS Labs', 

use a matrix encoding/decoding method that alter 
channel levels and phase relationships to create the 
downmix. Neural Audio's 5225 method implements 
many of these matrix techniques to offer legacy 
system compatibility, but it also embeds steering 
information into the downmix to create a reliable 
upmix. The question that remains is whether or not 
all these systems are cross-compatible as is in prac-
tice today; allowing one to encode with one system 
and decode with another, providing the consumer 
with a satisfying surround experience that was 
originally intended. Last fall, thorough subjective 
listening tests began to answer this question, with 
further tests in the next few months to verify the 
preliminary findings. 

Finding destiny 
Regardless of which system is used, including the 

MPEG system, creating a downmix will be inevitable. 
Though there are valid arguments to use stereo artis-
tic mixes alongside the surround broadcasts, many 
obstacles would have to be overcome. These include 
the proliferation of the matrix decoders already in 
the market and the delivery constraints that will 
continue to exist. Then there is an often-overlooked 
complication that the song structure of many of the 
commercial surround-sound discs simply do not 
match their artistic stereo counterparts. Bundle that 
with the time alignment issues of content and blend-
ing of analog to digital signals, and it's obvious that 
downmixing will be in place for some time. 
Because of this, carefully watch what occurs with 

the resultant downmix, regardless if one takes con-
tent from commercially available discs or creates 
his own. Because these systems are taking 5.1 ( or 
sometimes 6.1) channels of discrete surround mate-
rial and encoding it into two channels of audio, the 
phase relationships, delays, equalization and other 
effects that exist in the discrete-channel surround 
mix can cause comb filtering and in turn, loss of 
definition of instrumentation and vocals in the 
downmix. If you are working with classical mate-
rial that has mostly ambience in the rear channels, 
the resultant downmix should have few problems. 
However, many surround titles include full instru-
mentation directed to all speakers, immersing the 

continued on page 6 
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Ferrara 

Open Mk 
Inside the HD Digital Radio Alliance 

fter the CES convention, Radio magazine talked to Peter Ferrara, presi-
dent of the HD Digital Radio Alliance, about the new group's plans. 

Radio: The founding radio groups have committed more than $200 
million of on-air inventory to promoting HD Radio. What other advertis-
ing is going to be used to promote HD Radio to consumers? 

PF: I'm not sure that the Alliance will utilize other media directly, al-
though I think that as we move forward in connection with our retail and 
automotive partners' advertising, HD Radio will take a presence in that. 

But for us, radio reaches 96 percent of all Americans 
every week. I don't really think that we need anything 
more that has the kind of reach or marketability like 
our own medium. 

Think of it this way: of those other people buy our 
time to promote their products. We will promote 
radio on the radio to people listening to radio. It 
doesn't get much better than that. 

Radio: There are concerns that the Alliance is 
involved in unfair practices by assigning formats to stations. What's 
really happening? 

PF: We want the owners [to join this effort]. This is not an exclusive 
club.We have everyone in here from the size of CBS and Clear Channel 
down to two markets forABC and an independent owner in Philadelphia. 
The Alliance is open to anyone and everyone who wants to step up to 
participate in this. And they all should.This is an industry effort.This is 
not an individual company effort.That's why it exists. 

Radio: Are there established deadlines for the Alliance's goals? 

PF: I don't think that deadlines would be appropriate. It's very difficult 
with a new technology and the adoption of a new technology to set a 
definitive line and say that by x date we want to accomplish y. 

We have a four-prong strategy. The first part is that we have to work 
with the receiver manufacturers to help them get into the game and 
develop a radio that is available at a lower price point that will appeal 
to a broader audience base. The second part is to establish and work 
in the retail channel. We have to find ways to get these radios on the 
store shelves in large quantities and in ways that the consumer has 
easy access to. Right now that does not exist.The third part is the OEM 
and automotive sector. This is vitally important to the success of HD 

Radio. 
The last part—and arguably the most important— is raising consumer 

awareness and ultimately consumer demand for HD Radio. That's the 

real driver of this. 
I said to a number of people at CES that it's interesting that the broad-

cast industry is doing this, because the broadcast industry is the last 
beneficiary of getting HD Radio into the hands of the consumers. It's 
the ultimate beneficiary, but the chip makers, the receiver manufactur-
ers, the retailers and the automotive industry will make money before 
we do. This is a real push for the radio industry to be on a side of the 
business that is really not our business. If we don't take this approach 
it's just not going to happen fast enough. 

IRO( installations  
Cox Radio Miami WFLC, 
WHOT, WEDR, WHDR 
Reverse-fed combiner 
Mitch Wein, chief engineer 

After 20 years it was time to replace 
the 10-station Miami FM master antenna 
system. HD Radio implementation was 
an integral part of our new system 
design. After reviewing various system 
design proposals, the Miami broadcast-
ers—representing five major broadcast 
companies—voted unanimously for the 
ERI eight-bay, 32-element, multi-sta-
tion directional antenna and combiner 
system. This system provided the most 
efficient and cost effective transmission 
scheme for simultaneous IBOC and 
analog operation with an optimized 
analog and digital pattern. 

The master system is divided into 
two multiplexed branches with five 
stations on each branch. The stations 
are strategically grouped to eliminate 
the need for group delay compensa-
tion modules. Each station injects its 
IBOC signal via a 7/8" transmission line 
through a circulator into the dummy 
load port of its respective analog com-
biner module. Further enhancement of 
the IBOC signals was achieved by us-
ing ERI constant-impedance bandpass 
filters with inductive loop coupling, 
providing a flat frequency response and 
maximum bandwidth for the reverse-
fed digital signal. 

The two branches and parallel 6'/8" 
transmission lines carrying analog and 
digital signals are mixed when they 
reach the antenna power divider. 
Each power distribution circuit feeds 
the respective slant left and slant right 
radiators. This combining scheme 
permits the use of low-power (200W 
to 300W) IBOC transmitters to pro-
vide comparable analog and digital 
optimized radiation patterns without 
additional HVAC, electrical and gen-
erator requirements. 

In addition to the four Cox stations 
the antenna also hosts non-Cox stations 
WMGE, WPOW, WHYI, WMXJ, WMIB 
and WAMR. 

4 I ebruan, 2006 Insight to IBOC - a supplement to Radio magazine 



Multicasting. 

ts like trying to fit 

vvell, you know. 

Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia 
Bass Management system and distributed look-ahead 
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast 
and other bit-reduced streams. 

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a 

terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth 

each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s) 

survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help. 

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUSTm restores the fullness 

and depth that bit-reduction steals. Our DSP gurus 

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who 

introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together, 

they developed a unique suite of tools to pre-condition audio 

for HD Radion' multicasting. 

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and 

reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit-reduced channels (like 

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running 

SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast 

delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs 

your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the 

top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other 

processor brands. 

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast. 

OnA Tclos Company 
OmnoAude corn 
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The art of surround 
continued from page _3 

listener in the multi-channel experience, it is possible 
that the downmix may have problems. 
Two things to avoid are delaying the rear channels of 

any material before passing them on to the encoder, 
and placing the vocal in the front and rear channels. The 
Neural Audio 5225 and the upcoming MPEG Surround 
system use special algorithms that alleviate many of 
these problems in the downmix quite effectively. 
The use of the low frequency effects ( LFE) channel 

is often overlooked. In most downmix scenarios— es-
pecially music—the LFE signal is used sparingly if it 
used at all.The LFE was originally created by the movie 
industry to provide dramatic effects to the listener. 
Therefore, if you transfer material and there is exten-
sive use of the LFE channel, monitoring the downmix 
and even the upmix is crucial. Overuse of the LFE can 
create too much bass, loss of bass or other undesirable 
effects, especially on poorly calibrated home theatre 
systems. The LFE channel should not be used for the 
bass content of the main speaker channels, but rather 
allow the bass management of the playback systems 
to distribute bass appropriately. There are guidelines 
available from Dolby's and SRS Labs' websites as well 
as from the Producer's and Engineer's Wing of Record-
ing Academy at Grammy.com. 
There are still other issues of debate concerning sur-

round sound encode/decode solutions for HD Radio as 
well as standard analog broadcast. For instance, the 
increased amount of L-R ( left minus right) energy that 

Note: LFE and bass management are not 
the same! The LFE channel is part of the 
playback functions of recorded media such 
as OVO. Its function and purpose is often 
mistakenly used for bass management control. 
Bass management is a separate function 
that takes bass frequencies from the main 
surround audio channels and redirects them 
to the subwoofer, as many smaller monitors 

...are unable to produce low frequencies. 

the systems are producing and the effect it may have 
on the analog side of the FM broadcast chain. 
Next time, I'll review tests that are underway to 

address this, provide analysis of the amount of L-R 
energy each system produces, and a comparison 
of the different surround encode/decode systems 
proposed for HD Radio. 

Kosiorek is the audio recording, mastering en-
gineer at the Corbett Studio at Cincinnati Public 
Radio. 
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Twice each month, our e-mail newsletter 
IBOC Update — Insight on Digital Radio brings 
you the latest in digital audio broadcasting. 
Subscribe today at beradio.com. 

Steady qrowth for digital audio  
While terrestrial ra io con inues to develop and market a digital transmission system, other digital audio services, 

including satellite radio, Internet radio and podcasting, are competing for the same potential listeners. Consumer buy-
ing research shows that personal electronics sales will continue to increase in the coming years. Consumer acceptance 
of HD Radio is a prime concern for stations adopting the technology. 

According to Forrester Re-
search, the number of house-
holds that use digital audio 
in some way will steadily in-
crease over the next four years. 
Figure 1 compares the adop-
tion of various forms of digital 
audio within these households, 
including HD Radio. 

Digital audio usage with 
PCs and Internet radio will 
track the number of house-
holds. Broadband usage is 
expected to grow at a faster 
rate, which will likely facilitate 
the Internet radio, podcasting 
and media player adoption. 
Meanwhile, satellite radio's 

growth will slightly trail the trend. 
Podcasting and HD Radio are expected to grow in a similar trend, although they will lag the growth slightly through 

2007 before joining pace with it. 
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Figure 1. Forecast of U.S. household digital audio adoption. 

Data Source: The Future of Digital Audio, 2005, Forrester Research 
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HD RADIO? 
I'M GOING WITH 
MOSELEY. 
My challenge is to make the right STL 

choice for today, as well as for tomorrow. 

With Moseley, it's no problem. 

Check out their Starlink SL9003Q-

2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital 

audio and Ethernet data over the traditional 

950 MHz band. 

Or add a bi-direc-   

tional Ethernet LAN 

extension and serial 11 

data link to a new 

or existing STL with 

the license-free 900 

MHz Lanlink 900D. 

For Ti lines or 

license-free 5.8 GHz 

links, the Starlink 

SL9003T1 STL/TSL 

transports bi-direc-

tional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN 

extension, remote control, and telephones. 

Your best connection to the future is 

a smart STL choice today. Take it from 

me, Moseley will insure that your station 

is ready for HD Radio and the new digital 

services of tomorrow. 

Give the digital STL experts at Moseley 

a call for more details. 

Moseley 
Dave Chancey  805 968 9621 

Bill Gould  978 373 6303 

www.moseleysb.com 
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Solutions for All of Your IBOC Needs from E,Iti 
From the beginning, ERI has been a leader in the research and 
development of IBOC FM technologies. Join us as we continue to 

work toward developing new produ:cts for this exciting 

technology. 

CD LYNX" Dual Input Side Mount 
FM Antenna for IBOC Operations 

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions — 

The Electronics Research LYNX— Dual Input Side Mount FM Antenna is designed specifically r. 
for FM IBOC applications. This new antenna is capa)le of transmitting both the analog and 
digital FM signals without requiring a high loss hybrid combiner and maintains high isolation 
between the digital and analog transmitters. The design meets the current Federal 
Communications Commission requirement for informal notification of IBOC implementation. 

MASK-960 IBOC 

Spectral Compliance Filter 

ERI has developed a compact arrangement 
of our famous FM 970 band pass filter 
cavities to address the specific needs of FM 
IBOC broadcasting. ER1's mask filter 
configuration can provide the right 
response for any requirement. 

Low/Medium/ High Pawer 
Ele BOX Hybrid Combiners 

The quality and reliability of ERI's standard quarter 
wavi. hybrids have been adapted for use as an IBOC 
Hybrid Combiner. The iBOX'" 10 dB Hybrid 
Combiner is available in two versions: 

la Low/medium power version for analog FM power 
level: up to 30 kW 
• 1-figh power version which is rated to handle up to 
80 kW of analog FM power. 

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. 

Call Thu-free at 877 - ERI - LINE • Visit Online at www.eriinc.com 
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Tieline 
I- mix G3 

slaw 

G.711,G.722,MPEG Layer 2 or Tieline's 
own music algorithm. The GSM 

module provides 7.5kHz of 
audio bandwidth on 

the standard GSM 
network or 15kHz 
over a high-speed 
HSCSD GSM net-
work. (The GSM 

module communi-
cates with a standard 

• 

Comrex Access 

Nt. 

U:O 

• • 
Musicam Netstar 

• o 
ono o 
MUSD 
BOOM 
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POTS codec on the far end.) Tieline's IP software 
module gives the I-mix the capability to connect 
to wired or wireless LANs. (To use the I-mix with a 

surface & trim design 
quality materials 

dular for flexibility 
precision crafted 
professional features 
many options available 

This studio 

furniture line is 
engineered for studio decors where non-
wood trims are a design goal. Available in a 
wide variety of colors, this furniture will 
complement any size market application. The 
modular design enables the furniture to be 
ordered in almost any configuration that can 
be imagined. 

970-461-0730 www.arrakis-systems.com 

Wi-fi network the user simply provides a mini Wi-fi bridge,and then 
connects it to the I-mix via the R.145 Ethernet connector.) Audio 
performance over an IP connection can go as high as 20kHz,stereo, 
non-compressed, although this requires a data rate of 2.5Mb/s. 
Comrex has many years of experience in building equipment for 

remotes over plain old telephone circuits, and, not surprisingly, its 
current line includes all the features and functionality that you would 
expect. The Matrix is the company's flagship product. The studio 
end would typically be the rack-mount unit; the Matrix Portable is the 
unit typically used in the field. It features a remote mixer with one 
mic-level input,one mic or line level input,a headphone output and 
a line-level out. Typically the Matrix uses an on-board POTS codec 
that can provide up to 15kHz of duplex audio response depending 
on the quality of the POTS connection. However, the user can also 
add modules to the Matrix such as the Portable ISDN module, the 
Matrix GSM module or the Matrix Telcell module. 
Comrex is also finalizing a new product called Access,which takes 

advantage of the increasingly diverse set of connection possibilities: 
POTS,DSL, cable DSL,802.11x (Wi-fi),3G data networks, high-speed 
cellular data networks and the public Internet. It uses the Com-
rex-developed BRIC (Broadcast Reliable Internet Codec) and will 
perform at several user-selectable quality levels. HE-AAC and AAC 
low-delay are also available for use over robust networks. 
Musicam is a long-term player in the field of POTS and ISDN 

codecs. One of several such codecs is the Roadrunner, which is a 
compact, portable ISDN codec with a built-in mixer. The unit has 
three-inputsawo at mic level,and one that switches between mic and 
line level.The unit can deliver 20Hz to 20kHz audio bandwidth with 
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With construction strorrg enough to 

f-andle the weight of a Mercedes, the 
, Mosaic is rdy,:to Like_ on your pperators 

• 'r,-"Jrdri Iff12--51- 5tri‘ar 

Stands up to Drive Time. 
When your listenership is at its peak aid your operators are going 
full throttle, it's nice to know the Mosaic digital console from Logitek 
will stand up to heavy use. The Mosaic was designed with extra-
rugged panels and frame, which lets you relax even if someone 
starts getting a little rambunctious with the board. Its sturdy design, 
easy-to-use controls and advanced features ensure the 
versatility and operation you need for your facility. 

Mosaic 
Where art meets technology 

The Mosaic is a scalable, flexible 
control surface for the Logitek Audio Engine, 
a digitai router that streamlines your installations 
and simplifies complex audio tasks. For more information 
on Logitek's Console Router Systems, visit our website or call 
us today. 

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 

5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA 

713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870 

info@logitekaudio.com www.iogitek.sudio.com 

CO 2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc. 

Logitek 
Console Router Systems 
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Audio TX Communicator 

a SNR of 84dB 
when using both 
B channels of 
the ISDN circuit; 
it can achieve 
15kHz audio band-
width with only 
one B channel. The 
Roadrunner offers 
the choice of G.722, 
Musicam enhanced 
Layer 2 and MPEG 
Layer 3 algorithms, 
with connection 
rates from 56 to 
128kb/s. 
Musicam also 

manufactures its own codec 
that will work via IP:the Netstar. 
This unit can send and receive 
high-fidelity audio, contact 
closures and ancillary data 
via ISDN, dedicated data lines 
or IP It contains the standard 
algorithmssuch as G.711,G.722, 
MPEG Layer 2 and MPEG Layer 
3 as well as MPEG AAC and 
MPEG Layer 4 AAC-low delay 

Like the other IP codecs,this unit can deliver uncompressed,20kHz 
audio with near-zero delay if the IP connection supports it. 
The APT Tokyo is yet another full-featured, multiple algorithm 

codec. In addition to MPEG Layers 2 and 3,G.711,G.722 and MPEG 
AAC,it also includesAPT proprietary codecs such as Standard Apt-x 
and Enhanced 16,20 and 24-bitApt-x. This device features a built-in 
inverse multiplexer that allows it to use as many as four ISDN circuits, 
and hence up to 512kb/s data rate. It can also be used over a LAN 
or WAN, by way of its Ethernet connector or via USB. 

AEQ makes several audio codecs, including the Eagle and the 
Swing. The Swing is a portable codec with a U-interface and S-in-

terface and the standard ability to use one or both B channels of 
an ISDN circuit. It includes a built-in mixer and headphone amp, 
and also a digital telephone hybrid. The Eagle is a rack-mount unit 
that features a dual ISDN interface (U and S); standard algorithms 
for use with a single B-channel,such as G.71 1,G.722 and MPEG; the 
standard capability of bonding both B channels for the full 128kb/s 
data rate; and the capability to use one B channel for a plain old 
telephone. It comes with two back-lit displays: one for dialing and 
one for menu configurations. 
Audio TX sells a software package called Communicator that 

allows the user to turn a PC or a laptop (with an audio card and 
an ISDN card) into an ISDN codec. The software (compatible with 
Win 98, NT, Me or XP) includes algorithms for MPEG Layer 2, Layer 
3, G.722 and G.711, and can connect with other manufacturers' 
codecs. The Communicator can also be used over IP through 
physical connections such as a LAN,Wi-fi and DSL. 
The Scoop Reporter E-Z from ATA is another portable remote 

Visit us at the Las Vegas Convention Center, 

and let's talk about saving time and money 
on your next studio build with our patented 

technology. Complete studios for radio 
stations, internet radio, and schools. 

275 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 200 Come test our system and see special events 
Las Vegas, Nevada • 702-938-0475 at our booth in the Radio Exhibit Hall. 

info@efronstudios.com • www.efronstudios.com Booth: N408 
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Resource Guide 

1 

Manufacturers and suppliers of 
codecs, codec accessories and 

RPU equipment 

AEQ 
954-58 -7999 
www.aeqbroadcast.com 

AEV 
+39 051 950 350 
www.ary.net 

ATA Audio 
973-653-0555 
mvw.ataaaclio.com 

Audio Processing Technology 
(APT) 

;23-463-2963 
www.aptx.com 

Convex 
800-237-1776 
www.aurrex.com 

Energy-Onix 
888-324-6649 
www.enetgy-onix.com 

Harris 
800-622-0022 
www.broadcast.hards.com 

Marti Electronks 
217-214-9600 
www.martielectronics.com 

Mayah Communications 
+49 0 811-55-17-0 
www. -navah.com 

MDO UK 
+44 121 256 0200 
www.audiotx.com 

Muskat», LISA 
732-739-5600 
www.rnusicamusa.com 

Nicom 
619-477-6298 
www nicomusa.com 

OMB America 
800-662-4872 
www.orub.com 

Orban 
510-151-3500 
www.orban.com 

Allen Osborne Associates 
805-49-8420 
www.aca-gps.com 

Software Authority 
877-504-9494 
WWAV.softwareauthority.com 

Systembase 
+44747861123 
www.systembase.com 

Telos Systems 
216-241-7225 
www.telos-systems.com 

TIFT 
800-347-3383 
www.tffinc.com 

Tieline Technology 
883-211-6989 
www.tieline.com 

33G-662-7015 
www.willburt.com 

package, and it has an ISDN and POTS codec built-in. The unit includes a 
three-input mixer (two mic and oneselectable mic/line) and two headphone 
outputs. MPEG, G.711 and G.722 algorithms are included. 
The Orban Opticodec 7000 is a portable device that includes an ISDN 

codec with the standard algorithms-G.711, G.722, and MPEG Layers 2 and 
3. The Opticodec's unique feature is that it includes a built-in digital audio 
recorder and editing system. 
Telos Systemslatest ISDN codec is the Zephyr Xstream,which now includes 

the MPEG4 AAC low-delay algorithm. The Zephyr Xport is its POTS codec 
that can be made into an ISDN codec as well with the inclusion of the field-
installable ISDN option.The Xport usesAAC Plus audio coding for POTS con-

Llte_cr 

" 1 re-boot once a year 
whether I need to or not. 

Bullet-proof reliability. That's why Chris Collins, I.T. Manager/Program Director of 

The Radio People in Monroe, Louisiana, relies on AudioVAULT. BE has the most 

rigourous testing and quality control program in the industry, so every AudioVAULT 

software release is thoroughly tested, stable and reliable. With future-proof 

flexibility and goof-proof ease of use, AudioVAULT adds up to a proven 

investment that lets you focus on programming and profits. 

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E-Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com 
Broadcast Electronics, the BE logo and AudioVAULT are registered trademarks and 
Total Radio Guaranteed is a trademark of Broadcast Electronics Inc. 
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Orban Opticodec 

nections; MPEG AAC 
low delay for ISDN 
connections made 
with an Xstream on 
the far end; and its 
G.722 option allows it 
to communicate with 
otherG.722 codees as 
well. The unit offers 
a built-in mixer with 
mic and line-level 
inputs, and indepen-

dent headphone 
outputs that can 
listen to received 
audio and monitor 
mixes. 

Off the wire 
Perhaps you are 

doing a remote 500 
yards away from the 
nearest telephone company demark and there are no POTS lines, 

Perhaps there are no coffee shops nearby and thus 
no Wi-fi. Or, maybe you just want to skip 
wire altogether and use a radio shot for 
your remote. Well,you're in luck because 
RPU equipment is still made. 
TFT offers the 8888 RPU transmitter and 

the 8889 RPU receiver.The system includes 
frequency-agility, selectable deviation on 
the transmitter (with 20W RF output) and 
selectable bandwidth on the receiver. The 
receiver can be controlled remotely with 
DTMF tones, so that its operating channel 
and IF bandwidth can be changed. The 
transmitter includes a built-in mixer with 
three mie or line-level inputs;a send/return 
loop for connection to an external audio 
processor; a built-in peak limiter, and a 
headphone output for monitoring of the 
locally mixed audio. 
Marti has recently introduced a new RPU 

transmitter—the SRPT-30. This unit comes 
with two (factory selectable) frequencies; 
four front-panel mie level inputs (line level 
input available on DB connector on the 
back of the unit) going into its built-in 
mixer; and up to 30W out. The SR-30 is the 
current model RPU receiver. 

If you get stuck in a situation that there 
are no phone lines and no way to get an 
RPU shot out of the remote site, then you 
could be saved by the Marti Digital Cell-
cast. It uses a radio link through a digital 
cellular system for its connection back to 
the studio; a GSM version is also available. 
The unit includes a four-channel mixer,with 
line in and line out connections. 
As broadcasters compete with other 

content providers it is becoming clear that 
the remote broadcasting is unique to radio. 
It's a great way to have interactivity with the 
audience and it often makes clients happy 
as well. Having a reliable and functionally 
simple remote system is quite often the key 
to success of a radio station's engineering 
department. 

Irwin is director of engineering at Clear Chan-
nel, Seattle. 
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ISDN or DSL. 
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INC. 
WE KNOW RADIO' 

Broadcast Sales: 
Mid-South Sales Office 
Bob Mayben 
> bobmayben@usa.net 
Voice ( 877) 391-2650 

Central Sales Office 
Bernie O'Brien 
> bernieob@earthlink.net 
Cell ( 731) 695-1714 

West Coast Sales Office 
Doug Tharp 
> dougt@scmsinc.com 
Sales ( 866) 673-9267 

Mid- West Sales Office 
Mary Schnelle 
> marys@scmsinc.com 
Sales ( 513) 899-3036 

South-Atlantic Sa/es 
Art White 
> whitearthur@bellsouth.net 
Sales ( 770) 632-1295 

North-East Sales Office 
Jim Peck 
> jpeck001@scmsinc.com 
Sales ( 315) 623-7655 

South-West Sales Office 
Tyler Callis 
> tylerc@scmsinc.com 
Office ( 877) 699-9151 

ProAudio & 
Commercial Sound: 
Southeast Sales 
Ric Goldstein 
ricg@scmsinc.com 

Office (877) 640-8205 

e44404ite, csen aged 
7eciegeolafee .5cuteee./ 

ecd, Weice, 
Susie o tcut.„ 
Toll FREE: 1-800-438-6040 

1-704-889-4508 
Fax: 1-704-889-4540 

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE Pineville, N.C. 

E-mail: sales@scmsinc.com/www.scmsinc.com 

lelos Xstream 

Photo on page 22: Greg Sage of KMXV-FM, 
Kansas City. 
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APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL 
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Looking to 
touch your 
listeners? 
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Introdudng the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifi'cally for yoke. 
Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent Its comprehensive complement of exclusive 

proprietary features brings these benefits to any voice - from a thundering bombast to a whispering waif - without changing its essential quality. 
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Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function... 

• The RPA tube preamplifier provides warmth, image and detail. 
• The Easyrider Compressor controls output levels without pumping or breathing. 
• The logic-Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off words. 
• The Split Band De-esser effectively cuts sibilance without dulling. 
• The Big Bottom and Aural Exciter add resonance, depth, presence and clarity. 
• The parametric ED takes care of any frequency anomalies with surgical precision. 
• Post-processing insert point, - 10dBV and +4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3, 
S/PDIF and Optical, word clock I/O, and a cough switch with soft mute allow the Model 230 to 
be easily interfaced into any system. 

So if you are looking to touch your listeners, you should be looking at the Aphex Model 230. 

www.aphex.com 
© 2005 Aphex Systems. All Rights Reserved. Designed and manufactured in the USA 

Genuine 

APHEX 



n late September I was asked if I would like to broadcast 
from New Orleans for the Toast of the Nation NewYear's Eve 
event. The idea that New Orleans was going to be in any 
shape to support a coast-to-coast NPR broadcast was hard 

to comprehend, but if NPR wanted to do it,I was game. 
1 flew to New Orleans for the technical walkthrough on Oct. 

25. The show was going to be live from the legendary Tipitina's 
Club. Tipitina's was fully resplendent in a wrap of plywood over 
the doors. A makeshift spray paint sign announced that NPR was 
going to broadcast there on New Year's Eve. Despite the outside 
appearance, the club's inside was in good condition. 
There was a huge amount of logistical work be done to make 

this happen. First and foremost was figuring out how we were 
going to transmit the show to NPR master control. Jane Holmes, 
manager, Remote and Mobile Services at NPR, contacted Bell 
South and ordered six ISDN lines and one POTS line with sym-
metrical DSL. As a backup, we planned to use a satellite uplink, 
but that would increase the costs significantly. 
The walkthrough complete, I flew back to Denver with a list of 

needed items. The first item was a modular office trailer. In the 
26 years that NPR's New Year's Eve Toast of the Nation had been 
broadcast,the hosting had always been 
done from NPR in Washington. This 
year, NPR wanted us to host the whole 
network from New Orleans. The trailer 
would house an announce booth and 
a place for producers, transmission 
equipment, communications equip-
ment and a 5.1 surround mix location. 
Unfortunately, office trailers were in 
short supply. I was laughed at more 
than once when I called rental places 

to rent a trailer. I was told that nothing was available and that no 
one would commit to a delivery any more than three weeks prior 
to our event date. I had nightmares that three weeks out we would 
not be able to rent an office trailer, so my plan B was to rent two 
motor homes in Denver, load all of our equipment in them and 
drive them to New Orleans. 
Because demand was so high, rental fees for everything were 

almost 300 percent higher than normal,which stretched an already 
tight budget to the limit. Additionally,Tipitina's power was marginal 
and wasn't capable of supporting the broadcast village we were 
going to build. Finding a generator in an area that was aleady short 
of generators resulted in more calls to generator rental houses and 
more laughter. Again, the standard answer was to call three weeks 
prior to the event to see if anything is available. Plan B was to rent 
one in Denver and tow it to New Orleans. 

Hello telco 
in the meantime, Holmes acquired the six ISDN 

lines and a POTS line with DSL and installed them to 
the phone pole outside of the club. I had e-mailed 
her a picture of the phone pole in question to make 



sure we didn't have any issues as to which pole I wanted the lines 
installed on. Everyone laughed at the pole picture, but the lines 
were installed where I wanted them. 
While waiting for genset and modular trailer dates, I needed to 

obtain a mixing console, codecs, codec preconditioning equipment, 
surround encoders and a bunch of communications equipment. I 
had seen the Digico DS01 consoles in action on the James Taylor 
tour and at the Surround Ill seminar at the October AES conven-
tion. We were going to broadcast three acts from Tipitina's with a 
short period of time between them,and having a console with total 
recall and full 5.1 facilities was a must. 
I'm not a fan of most digital consoles for several reasons, but the 

Digico DS00 was the first console that I felt comfortable enough 
with to risk a show of this level. 
Digico was willing to loan one to us, but suggested the DS00 instead 

because it is better suited for broadcast than the DS01, which is 
designed for sound reinforcement. Digico shipped the console to 

KUVO the week before Christmas so we 
could configure the I/O for the 40 AES-3 
inputs and outputs and 16 analog inputs 
and outputs and test it.We had the I/O 
installed, the console configured and 
all the inputs and outputs (digital and 
analog) tested in a couple of hours. 
Harris loaned us a pair of APT Tokyo 

codecs to feed Washington. I planned on 
sending three feeds to NPR: announcers 
on a mono L2 128kb/s feed, music in 
stereo using theApt-x enhanced codec at 
384kb/s and a backup that I could route 
to the announcers or the music feed us-
ing Apt-x enhanced at 256kb/s. KUVO 
has an APT Milano, which I planned to 
use for the music feed and I was going 
to use oneAPTrokyo for the announcers 
and another for the backup. 

Lots of sources 
Because we used so many AES-3 

sources, I needed lots of AES-3 distribu-
tion amplifiers (DA). All loaned us 
a pair of DDA112-XLR AES-3 DAs for 

transmission. I used my Z-Systems 16.16 router to handle all of 
the transmission routing. 
We also needed wireless mics and IFB equipment, along with 

additional microphones outside of my collection, so my next call 
was to Sennheiser and Neumann USA. Sennheiser provided a pile 
of 3000-series wireless equipment along with SK-5200 hand-held 
transmitters with Neumann ICK105 capsules and in-ear monitoring 
systems, which we used for IFB. 
I needed an additional Neumann KU-100 stereo dummy head 

(aka Fritz) mic for field sound gathering as my KU-100 was going 
to be hung in the rafters of Tipitinas. Neumann supplied an ad-
ditional KU-100 and a pair of KM-184 mics,and Neumann Berlin 
supplied pairs of TLM-193 and TLM-170 mics. Everything arrived 
at KUVO on Dec. 19. 
Communication was significant for this event. We needed eight 

IFB channels,three channels of RTS PL with four channels ofTelex 
SSA-424 digital two-wire-to-four-wire hybrids,two stage announce 
(SA) and a telephone hybrid for communication between the 
Washington director and New Orleans director. I needed three IFB 
master panels and a backup. My assistant at KUVO,Will Barnette, 
went through all of the IFB equipment testing and repairing as 
needed, along with checking all 12 of the RTS-325 TW PL belt 
packs and headsets. 
The plan for the announcer palace was to make the system 

totally independent from the rest of the facility. There would be 
a separate mixer, analog-to-digital (AID) converter, ISDN codec, 
Neural Ultralink and AES-3 DA, and this would be stand-alone so 
a failure in the rest of the facility would not take the announcers 
off the air. In case of a failure with the announcer codec or ISDN 
line, I could route the output of the announcer A/D to any of the 
surviving codecs, and I also had the analog outputs of the Midas 
Venice 320 console cross-patched into two of the analog inputs of 
the Digico giving me a couple of ways to make sure that at least 
we would have announcers if the world came to a halt. 
At the other end of the trailer was going to be the 5.1 mix room. 

We packed all of our equipment including 40 tracks of Direct 
Stream Digital HD recording on my Genex 9048 with EMM Labs 
converters and 40 channels of Grace Design 801R and 901R 
remote-controlled microphone preamps. We figured we would 
need upwards of six 70GB Ultra 320 Seagate Cheetah III AV-rated 
hard drives to record the event and Sony AIT Ill tapes to back it 
up. We arranged to rent additional EMM Labs converters because 
I only had 24 track's worth. 
The idea was to put the Grace preamp by the stage and run the 

outputs into the EMM Labs AID converters. We would feed the 
DSD outputs of the EMM Labs Converters into the Genex 9048 
and take the AES-3 outputs into the Digico. A Rosendahl Digital 
Audio Clock Server would provide master clock for all convert-
ers and the Digico. 
Neural Audio provided Ultralink codec preconditioners for all 

feeds to NPR DC.The most critical of these feedswas the announcer 
ISDN line. The spoken word is tough on codecs because there 
is no place to hide the codec artifacts. Additionally, I wanted to 
use the Neural 5225 system to encode the 5.1 signal. 

Finding a home 
Three weeks from Dec. 31 we found a modular office trailer 

and a 40kW silenced generator. I got my first night full night's 
sleep on Dec.20 after the contracts were signed and all vendors 
committed to our delivery schedule. 
The truck from KUVO Denver was loaded and left the morn-

ing of Dec.26 and arrived in New Orleans on Dec. 27. I flew to 
Houston on Dec. 27 and drove to New Orleans, as direct flights 
were impossible to attain. 
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Once in Houston, I called the 
trailer vendor to make sure ev-
erything was set for our trailer 

to arrive at 10 a.m. at Tipitinas. 
Things started to go wrong at this 

point because the trailer vendor realized that our trailer was sit-
ting in Dallas and hadn't been scheduled to be trucked to New 
Orleans, and there wasn't a driver available to drive it. Of course, 
the vendor didn't have the trailer size we needed in New Orleans. 
I began having visions of us mixing the show on the sidewalk in 
front of Tipitinas and putting the announcers in the back of our 
rental cube van. Many calls later the vendor found a larger trailer 
for us to use. The problem now was that the trailer would hang 
out into the street by a couple of feet. But, at least it's better than 
mixing on the sidewalk. 
The original plan was to park the trailer at 10 a.m. on Dec.28 and 

the generator at 11 a.m. The generator showed up at 10 a.m. and 
the trailer arrived at 11 a.m. This resulted in the generator being 
sited at the wrong location,which we didn't discover until the trailer 
arrived. We enlisted as many bodies as we could find to push the 
4,000-pound generator to the correct location. It wasn't pretty but 
we got it in the right spot and nobody got hurt doing it. 
The trailer arrived and was parked and leveled. Only then could 
I walk into it and determine, much to my horror, that the vendor 
had shipped us a trailer with a different floor plan. The floor plan 
we needed had an office on each end with an open center sec-
tion. The one they shipped only had an office at one end leaving 
us with no place to put the announcers. After several terse calls 
back and forth to the vendor, they came out the next morning and 
constructed a wall with a door for the announce position. 
We had a tight schedule to complete the announce position 

The announcer position in one end of the trailer. It's not the 
fanciest place but it worked perfectly. 

because NPR and WBGO wanted the announcers to feed spots to 
Washington on Dec. 30. We went ahead and built the announcer 
palace and hoped that the wall construction would be where we 
needed it. 
Because of the floor plan issues, we had to put the announcers 

at the end of the trailer nearest to the generator, resulting in a fair 
amount of acoustical noise. The NPR folks weren't all that happy 
with the amount of noise the mics picked up. 
While I was dealing with the floor-plan issues,Will Barnette and 
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This trailer housed the broadcast village. 
The vehicle was slightly wider than origi-
nally ordered and stuck into the street. 

Dave Kunian constructed the 5.1 mixing room, 
and John Mikity organized a maintenance area 
in the back of the cube van and coordinated 
the cable runs from the trailer to the stage. I 
powered the ISDN equipment and tested all six 
ISDN lines. One of the SPIDS was programmed 
wrong at the central office, so I called Bell 
South to fix it. 
On Dec.30 we continued to build the various 

systems. The mic preamps were placed in the 
club, wired and checked all the way through 
to the Genex and Digico. I had most of the 
communication equipment up and running, 

including the two-wire-to-four-wire hybrids that 
were interfaced to the Digico so Markos could 
talk directly to the stage by hitting a talk back 
button on the console. I also provided a 50W 
UHF base station with external antenna along 
with three hand-held radios for roaming. 

A balance of power 
KUVO has used a Furman IT-1220 balanced 

power system for the last three years for all 
events. I have found that balancing power re-
sults in a 6dB to 8dB improvement in the noise 
floor of the system. I had forgotten that the Fur-
man units provide over-voltage protection until 
about 2 p.m.when the technical power system 
shut itself off. Initially,1 couldn't figure out what 
had gone wrong because within seconds the 
technical power was back on line. I noticed 
that the technical power had turned off but the 
rest of the trailer was running. I also noticed 
that the lights had gotten quite bright and when 
they dimmed the technical power returned. 
I jammed my Fluke meter probes into an ac 
outlet in the trailer and measured120Vac. 1 set 
the meter to record minimum/maximum and 

waited to see what was happening. About 10 
minutes later,the technical power went offline 
again. The multimeter read a max voltage of 
175Vac. We had a generator with a major volt-

age regulator problem 
The good news was that the Furman saved 

all of the technical equipment because the 
over-voltage system disconnects the ac if the 

Broadcast Automation Software 

input exceeds 140Vac. Without this, we might have cooked a 
bunch of equipment.The generator vendor dispatched a tech to 
correct the problem, and the generator behaved itself from that 
point forward. But I never took my eyes off the Fluke, which ran 

in min/max mode for the next 72 hours. 
While I am getting gray hair by the volt with the generator 

problems, the rest of the crew completes building all the facilities 
and performs a full check. Friday morning, Dec. 30, rolls around 
and the ISDN SPID problem is resolved. I can check all the lines 
with NPR master control. NPR has run out of facilities and we 
are limited to running the backup at L2 joint 128kb/s instead of 

The Word is Out - iMediaTouch is the 
fastest growing Automation System... 

...wondering why? 

With tnree new installations a week, iMediaTouch 

keeps beating out the competition.Why are we so hot? 

"We looked at many different 

systems and kept getting drawn 

back to OMT's iMediaTouch! 

I spoke with programmers and 

engineers that use iMediaTouch 

and those that use other 

systems...NO iMediaTouch user 

could come up with a system 

downfall. That's a powerful 

statement!" 

Chris Maestle - PD 

Verstandig Broadcasting 
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HD-2 Multicasting 

RDS & Pad Interface 

-e"' Instant website integration 

-" Non-Stop Broadcasting 

." Group Wide-Area solutions 

New On-Air Interface 

Sales DeskToday 888-665-0501 

Download a Free Trial Version 
@ www.imediatouch.com 

Visit us online for more information - www.imecliatouch.com 

gal Inventing Radio Trends 
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Apt-x enhanced at 258kb/s.Ad-
ditionally,NPR wants to check 
the lines using Prima codecs 
on the announcer and backup. 

Because the Prima codecs don't 
have a data handshake, the APT Tokyos have to be manually told 
that there is a Prima on the other end and then re-booted. We get 
everything configured and dialed up and everything runs fine 
without any drop-outs or data problems. 

Day of the show 
On New Year's Eve and we arrive on-site at 9 a.m. The bands are 

scheduled to load in at 10 a.m. We are going to record and feed 
a parade through the streets of New Orleans to Washington. Our 
crew and the band's crew start building the stage. The plan is to 
sound check from the last act to the first act.We didn't get a full 
sound check from the last act, and the second act didn't have 
a full complement of musicians. Additionally, the first act was 
missing the main musician for the sound check. 
I attach the KU-100 to a 7' pole and feed a Marantz flash recorder 

and begin recording the brass line in the parade. After the per-
formance,I gave the flash card to Josh Jackson for editing and to 
FTP to NPR. The DSL,which up to this point had been screamingly 
fast,is now so slow we can't FTP the file in time. NPR Master dials 
our !SDN lines and we ship it in real-time until I get a call from 
NPR asking why the feed is in mono. A check of the APT Tokyo 
shows that it is connected with G.722. A call to NPR Master and 
I find out that today they are using Telos Zephyrs instead of the 

We were greeted by this make-shift sign. Fortunately, the club's 
interior was completely intact. 

Primas we used on Friday. The Zephyrs have the data handshake 
but because the Primas don't, we had to manually configure the 
Tokyos. I reconfigured the Tokyos for auto handshake,reboot, then 
have Master reconnect. Luckily, we manage to get it there just in 
time. At 5 p.m.we go live with the announcers to NPR. 
The doors opened at 8 p.m.and the first act was onstage at 9 p.m. 

The sound check issues haunted us. The second act decided to sing 
into the horn mics for the whole set. And the third act sax player 
wasn't happy with the monitor mix (because he didn't show up to 
check it during sound check) and it fed back a couple of times. 
This is one of those once-in-a-lifetime events and I know that 

the satisfaction of putting New Orleans back on the map after the 
devastating hurricane made all the effort worthwhile. 

Pappas is chief engineer of KUVO-FM, Denver. 
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Prepgrin 
sel e o By Conrad Trautmann, CPBE g 

Fascinating, fast and freezing, but not frantic. 

F
()r two weeks in February,Torino,Italy,is the center of winter 
sports activity Westwood One, the radio rights holder for 
the United States, began planning for this year's coverage 

during the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens. While on-site in 
Greece, we kept a running list of things we wanted to upgrade 
or change. That list grew to be three pages long. It became an 
essential guideline for the planning and budgeting process that 
commenced when we returned from Athens. 
We kept the remote kit together and duplicated most of the 

Athens setup because there was only about a year between the 
time the equipment returned to the United States and the time 
staging needed to begin for Torino. In the interim,we stored the 
equipment off-site so it wouldn't be touched or picked through 
for other projects. We needed to purchase a few more comput-
ers for Torino, but we will re-deploy all of the computers used in 
Torino throughout Westwood One once they return because by 
the summer Olympics in 2008 they will surely be obsolete. 
During the summer months of 2005 we ordered the equipment 

that we would need. This included an expansion to the SAS 32KD 
router from a 64x64 system to a 96x96 system. In Athens,we filled 
the router and discovered that there were sources that we had 
not planned for. Most of this added capacity was used for a full 
effects feed from every venue. Athens was the first time that we 
had such a feed for every venue since we have covered the Olym-
pics. Previously, we would take the effects feed from a TV feed or 
simply leave a microphone open courtside. The difference now 
is that the host broadcaster has a full effects feed. The swish of a 
skier flying down a hill will be much clearer during the coverage. 
All of those additional feeds needed extra inputs on the router. 
In addition, we've expanded our coverage in Torino by adding a 
radio row. Each of our affiliates now has a dedicated output of 
the router for its own use. 

High regard for quality 
Once again, all the audio is produced uncompressed and 

transmitted to the United States using digital linear audio cards 
over a T-1 circuit. We purchased new T-1 equipment from Harris 

Intraplex and are using PT-350 cards for transmission.We purchased 
Edirol R-1 digital recorders for our reporters to use for interviews, 
which record WAV files. In Athens, our producers and editors ap-
preciated the speed at which they could transfer a file from a digital 
recorder to a computer for editing. In the past, they would roll an 
interview into the computer in real time from DAT or Minidisk. 
Now it's simply a drag-and-drop procedure. It also improved the 
quality of our coverage,because we can get to air much faster with 
interview audio. 
As mentioned earlier, our coverage has expanded in Torino with 

the addition of radio row, in which we host affiliate radio stations 
on-site at the International Broadcast Center (IBC). We're hosting 
stations from NewYork,LosAngeles,Detroit and Washington ,among 
others- . Like our setup at the Grammys or the Final Four,we provide 
a full remote setup for each affiliate,which includes a 
mixer,two microphones, headphones and a computer. 
The computer has Inter- net access and a soft-panel 

of the SAS router. This gives that controls an output 
each affiliate access to any 
source on our router. Plus, 
it has editing software so the 
affiliate can edit our audio or 
its own for playback through the 
mixer. We also provide transmission 
to and from New York over the T-1. 
In the United States, a station can dial 
into a dedicated ISDN codec in New 
York to retrieve the audio directly for 
that station. 
We built three control rooms and one studio in 

Torino. One control room is dedicated to our 
around-the-clock short-form coverage. The 
second, identical control room acts as an 
emergency backup to the first and is used 
for production of the play-by-play coverage 
of hockey. The last control room is paired 
with a studio for our long-form daily 

Studio A begins to take shape as 
the equipment is installed. 

\ e 
The transmission 
racks are connected. 
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wrap-up show and any miscellaneous production. The control 
rooms use Logitek Roc 10 consoles, which have been serving us 
well since they were purchased for our coverage of the 2000 Sum-
mer Olympics in Sydney,Australia. 
This is the second Olympics for our Enco Dad Pro 32 system. Its 

debut was in Athens. Being able to load all of our formats in ad-
vance, have commercials instantly flow into a schedule and being 
able to make changes on the fly really added to the efficiency of 
the production over previous Olympics. The Westwood One com-
mercial traffic system produces an ASCII text file of our log and 
Enco engineers wrote a routine that allows the log to be imported 
into the system. The Enco is programmed for each of our three 
program streams (long-form, short-form and play-by-play) and 
automated to turn the faders on and off on the audio console and 
start our sounders at the exact times needed. We synchronize the 
computer clocks to SMPTE time code from a GPS master clock. 
Because we are synchronized on time, we set the formats to start 
the broadcasts exactly on time. It takes control for the announc-
ers, especially on the short-form reports. They don't need to worry 
about pushing anything except the button to start the commercial 
at the end of their reports. 

First-hand survey 
On Nov.11 and Nov.12,2005,Westwood One Vice Presi-
dent of Sports Chris Castleberry and I visited Torino to 

survey the site of the IBC and the venue sites. That 
gave us an opportunity to work out any last-minute 
logistical details prior to shipping our equ ipment. 
We spent two days in Torino, the first day visit-
ing the event venues located in the city of 

Torino and the second 
visiting the mountain 
venues. 

The city hosts most of 
the indoor venues, such as 

the main Olympics Stadium, 
ice hockey and speed skating. 

This is where the IBC is located. 
The IBC is one of the most excit-
ing places to be if you're in the 

media, because this is literally the 
hub of all feeds for the Olympics TV 
and radio coverage to all countries. 

Walking down the main hallway in the IBC,you pass the 
broadcast facilities of every major broadcaster in the world. At the 

IBC,all of the venue feeds are brought back to a main distribution 
point. From there, the feeds are run through distribution ampli-
fiers and are handed off to the various media organizations. We 
visited our space in the IBC to make sure that the rooms were 
built as we specified and to measure the space to make sure our 
equipment would fit. 
During our visits to all the venues we checked the broadcast 

location. In most cases,we could stand in the spot where our crew 
will be during the games,which enables us to see the vantage point 
of the event. This is important for our announcers so we know 
how they will be able to view the actual events for live coverage 
purposes. We look for an unobstructed view. We also check ac-
cess to the broadcast location. In some cases, we may have one 
announcer covering multiple venues, so access in and out can 
be important with regard to the timing of getting from one place 
to another. Also, we check the transportation logistics to make 
sure our staff knows how to get around. Some of the mountain 
venues, for instance, are not served by coach buses because of the 
tight turns in the roads leading up the mountainside. Crews need 
to transfer from the coach bus to a smaller shuttle to get to where 
they're going. The mountain venues are at least a one-hour trip 
west of Torino; a little longer to the farthest venue. 

Taking inventory 
Our equipment uses 137 road cases and was shipped Dec. 9 

for delivery on site to the IBC at the beginning of January Our 
engineering team arrived on site Jan. 16 for its 45-day trip. The 
first two weeks were our setup time to build the studios, run the 
wires and turn everything on. During the third and fourth week the 
production staff arrived and learned how to use everything as it 
began preparation for 
the opening ceremo-
nies. And then we're 
live for just over two 
full weeks. We found 
our breakdown takes 
one full day with four 
people packing. 
Set up at the IBC 

during the first two 
weeks is made easier 
by prewiring all the 
equipment before it 
leaves New York. Al-
most everything re-
mains in the road 

Equipment List 
Dell computers 
Dixon NM250-MKII 
Edirol R-1 
Enco Dad Pro 32 
Genelec 8020 
Harris Intraplex STL Plus 
Fostex 6301B 
Logitek Roc 10 and Audio Engine 
Marantz PMD660 
Metrosource software 
Rhode NT2 
SAS 32KD 
Shure SM58 
Symetrix 425, 528E 
lelos Xstreams 

>The final touches are 
made to control room A. 
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cases once it arrives on site, which makes direct wiring of the 

equipment in NewYork possible. Once on site,cables run from the 
studios back to the transmission room. We used multipair CAT-5 
that breaks out to an RJ45 panel in each room and multipair audio 
cable to Amphenol connectors for the audio runs. The transmis-
sion room is located in a room adjacent to our studios in the IBC. 
Our design approach is to build the space as if it were a radio 
station. Four studios and the edit workstations all come back to 
the transmission room via home runs. All of the venues are also 
brought back to the transmission rooms via four-wire circuits. The 
host broadcaster manages everything from the venue to the IBC. 
Each venue has a mixer and headphones that are controlled on 
site by a technician dedicated to the facility. From there it is sent 
over the four-wire circuit to us. We transmit a mix minus with IFB 
from the IBC to the talent, and that is selectable depending on 
which studio or editor has the program live at that time. 
Everything runs in and out of the router that also serves as the 

intercom system.The main program outputs feed theT-1 equipment 
to NewYork. We have metering and monitors across the outputs 
for a final assurance that we are actually transmitting. Symetrix 
425s are placed inline as a final limiter in the chain before it hits 
the T-1; No processing, just limiting to prevent overshoot and 
distortion on the line. 
Finally, a"barker" is put on the transmission paths from the IBC. 

It appears as a source on the router that is fed with a consumer 
MP3 player set to loop. It was the least expensive alternative. 1 
Trautmann is senior vice president of engineering for Westwood One, 
New York. 

TO SUCCEED, 
YOU NEED THE RIGHT 
CONNECTIONS. 

AS16416 COBRANET SOUND CARD 

AS12416 MODULAR 

COBRANET INTERFACE 

A WINNING COMBINATION. Pair our A5I6416 CobraNet PCI sound card with our 
AS12416 Modular CobraNet Interface, and you're set to make a lot of great new 

connections. Our Built for Broadcast" AS16416 CobraNet PCI sound card has all the 
great features of our 6000 series, like MPEG compression, MRX multi-rate mixing, 

and TSX time scaling. You can record and play up to 16 24-bit audio streams. But 

that's just the start. Tether the ASI6416 to our rack-mountable A512416 Modular 

CobraNet Interface via a simple Ethernet cable, and watch your connections multiply. 
Slide in any combination of 4 function-specific I/O modules, then pair them with 3 

kinds of interchangeable connectors to give you functionality no single card can 

match. To get connected, call +1-302-324-5333 or visit www.audioscience.com. 
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Timeline 
Planning for the Olympic broadcast begins 

several months in advance. 

6-1-2005 - Equipment list finalized and budget ap-
- proved during month of June. 

7-1-2005 - Equipment ordered. This provides an 
eight-week window to get everything to 
NY in time for staging. 

8-29-2005 - Equipment in NJ storage unit is transferred 
to NY Broadcast Cenier for staging. This 
provides 11 weeks to set up and test every-
thing prior to shipping. 

10-15-2005 - Operations/engineering meeting in NY to 
review all details of broadcast. 

12-4-2005 - Equipment loaded and shipped to Torino. 
Shipping normally takes six weeks, but 
nine wéeks are to allow for the three holi-
days: Thanksgiving, Christmas/Hannukah • 
and New Year's. 

1-16-2006 - Tech team arrives on site to begin installa-
tion. This allows the same amount of time 
before of opening ceremony that was allot-
ted in Athens, which was perfectly timed. 

2-10-2006 - Opening ceremony. 

More online 
,\ ( Mil ion,11 information and photos 

ro Ill e the Olympics are online _ ., at www.beradio.com 
alliiik 

Your Best Move! 
Make ERI part of your 

broadcast strategy. 

Visit us in 

Booth N2406 

at NAB 2006 

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC. Cos I 

Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions  • 8// ERI -LINE • www.eriinc.com 
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-alternate Replay 
the technology behind Westwpod One 
Dixon Systems NM-250 MKII 

Dixon Systems is pleased to have had its NM-250 MKII News-
room mixer chosen for use at the Olympic Games in TorMo. 
It's a proven performer in hundreds of radio and television 
stations in North America. The beauty of the NM-250 MKII is 
the simplicity of its controls.A bottom row of pots (conduc-
tive plastic) control levels. There are two microphone inputs 
as well as inputs for a phone hybrid, computer sound card 
and two +4dBm balanced line inputs. There's also a '4"front 
panel-input jack to add a field recorder. There are just too 
many features to list them all here! Please visit our website 
to find out more and see why even non-technical talent can 
be up and running in no time. 

www.dixonsyslems.com 
 416-261-3773 

What is the 

Remote 
Replay? 
The Remote Replay provides an 

up-close look at the technology 

in use at the remotes featured 

in Radio magazine On Location 

articles.The highlighted manufac-

turers are leaders in the industry, 

and the Remote Replay allows them toshowcase their 

products and services. 

Turn to the Remote Replay for the insight on today's 

leading products and services in use at the top events 

being covered in radio. 

ADVERTISEMENT Rape rna 

ENCO Systems DAD Pro 32 

One size doesn't 
fit all, but one prod-
uct just might - DAD 
from ENCO Systems. 
From networks like 
Westwood One, CNN, 
and ESPN to large, 
medium and small 
market radio facilities, 
DAD is a perfect fit. 
Combine easeof 
use, incredible 
power and great 
tech support in 

one package and you're looking at DAD. 
There aren't any'do-overs' in live broadcasting,and that's 

why DAD is at the Olympics as well as thousands of facilities 
all around the world that rely on ENCO Systems. Fiercely 
Dedicated to Audio Automation-it's not just a slogan,it's the 
way we do business. 

www.enco.com 
  800-ENCO-SYS 

Logitek ROC consoles 

From the ROC to the Mosaiclogitek consoles have staying 
power Now attending their fourth Olympic games,our ROC 
consoles continue providing solid,stable performance. Like 
the new Mosaic console (pictured with the ROC above), 
the ROC console is a flexible control surface for the Logitek 
Audio Engine, a full-featured digital audio router. Logitek 
consoles are built to last, and even though the ROC is no 
longer available for sale, its legacy of durability continues 
with the Mosaic. See for yourself why Logitek is the choice 
of discriminating broadcasters—both on location and in 
the studio. 

www.logitekaudio.com 
800-231-5870 
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By Chris Wygal 

o I I ege racé stations are known for eclectic 
programming, inexperienced air talent 
and cap cino spills on the equipment. 
And ' most control consoles can't do 
anyth g about bizarre programming and 
cappuccino spills, there is a console that's 
easy to operate and accommodating to 
green broadcasters: the Audioarts R55E. 
In July 2005, Liberty University was ready 

to revamp the master control room and 
news room at 90.9 The Light, the student-
operated FM facility The goal was to create 

Performance at a glance 
Flip-up meterbridge 

Illuminated LED switches 

Logic programming dipswitches 

Two stereo, two mono program buses 

Optional telephone caller input 

was in order. When the GM asked what type of control 
console would best meet the needs of the station,without 
hesitation I pointed him to the R55E. 

User friendly 
The R55E follows a traditional modular layout that is famil-

iar to seasoned broadcasters and easy for new broadcasters 
to understand. Assigned buses on each channel include 
program,audition, mono and pre (a pre-fader output bus). 
Each channel can be cued to a built-in speaker in the meter 
bridge. The green LED timer on the bridge aids in keeping 
stop sets brief,and is triggered by turn i ng the mic channels 
on. The meter bridge also contains two traditional backlit 
meter sets. One is dedicated to program, and the other 
is switchable between the external input and the assign 
buses. This is a great teaching tool. As soon as the R55E 
was installed, I had the switched meter on external and 
the students could see the difference between the raw 
program output and the processed air feed. When they 
actually saw what on-air processing looks like I could see 
lights coming on in several heads. 
I happened to be at the studio when the first student 

started his air shift on the R55E. I was amazed at how 
quickly he assigned each channel to program for phone 
calls or for recording. He plugged in his headset,and quickly 
found the external monitoring assignment and chose to 
monitor his show off-air. In short, the R55E is intuitive. The 

student had experience on the facility's 
old console,but within minutes was ready 
for his show on the R55E. The clean, 
modular design offers plenty of assign 
and monitoring options, but it doesn't 
overwhelm a board operator. 

two identical control rooms that could go 
live to air or be used for training:The station 
trains more than 50 students per semester, 
so the traffic in and out of each control 
room is considerably heavy. Within three 
to four weeks of enrolling, students have 
their hands on the controls in practice or 
on the air. Because of the training nature 
of the facility the heavy on-air schedule, 
the need for a low learning curve and the 
budget consciousness of administrators, 
a solid small- to medium- market console 

Engineer friendly 
From an installation perspective, I 

was pleased with the termination and 
hook-up process. Each input module 

is connected through supplied DB-25 connectors, which 
house A and B audio inputs and logic connections. The 
DB-25 connectors come with pins and a crimp tool. I 
measured and pigtailed all the DB-25s before installation 
and finished 12 input modules, two output modules and 
a line selector module in about four hours. The use of 
DB-25 connectors makes the entire process fast and easy 
plus the modules are simply unplugged if one ever needs 
to be moved or replaced. 
Each module features left and right trimpots just under 

the meter bridge, so level tweaking is done quickly and 
easily Near the trimpots is a set of dipswitches that al-
low for easy muting, talkback, tally and logic assignment 
changes. There is no need to dismantle the R55E. All 
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changes are completed by simply lifting the hinged meter 
bridge. The modules pop out of the mother board easily. 
If, for example, you want to move the main mic module 
simply pop it out and move it (of course, powering down 
the console first is suggested). 
I installed an optionally ordered line selector module 

for the R55E and hardwired it to the B side of channel 12. 
Using the selector spares several channels. The station has 
direct feeds from several facilitiesaround the 
campus for sports and church broadcasts. 
These feeds all come into the line selector 
module. The students just punch up "Vines 
Center"on the line selector module and the 
basketball game comes up on channel 12B. 
Essentially, with the line selector the R55E 
becomes a 29-input console. 
The R55E 12-module chassis takes up less 

space than the previous console so the stu-
dents are happy with the added desk space. 
Instructors are able to familiarize students 
with the operation of the console in a little 
less than an hour. Since the installation, I 
have not received any phone calls about how 
the console operates, so it's easy to assume 
that the students have mastered the R55E in 
a brief amount of time. In addition to the 
easy learning curve,the console improved 
the overall sound of the station. 
The console has more than met the 

needs of 90.9 in that the installation was 
seamless,thestudents quickly learned how 
to use it and the administration liked the 
price. With several available options, the 
console is customizable,and any medium-
market radio station will fall in love with 

Audioarts 

252-638-7000 

252-635-4857 

www.wheatstone.com 

sales@wheatstone.com 

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive 
Radio magazine feature for radio broadcast-
ers. Each report is prepared by well-qualified 
staff at a radio station, production facility or 
consulting company. 
These reports are performed by the indus-

try, for the industry. Manufacturer support is 
limited to providing loan equipment and to 
aiding the author if requested. 

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine 
to publish the results of any device tested, 
positive or negative. No report should be 
considered an endorsement or disapproval 
by Radio magazine. 

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008 

Sine Systems 

f 
the design concept and service they'll get 
from the R55E. 

Wygal is the programmer, engineer and Web 
designer for WRVL in Lynchburg, VA. 

Product Showcase 

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface 
• perform unattended remote broadcasts 

• DTMF operated controller with relay outputs 

• fully programmable output on any key press 

• momentary and/or maintained relay outputs 

• four logic inputs with programmable output 

• balanced audio input and output with ALC 

615.228.3500 
www.sinesystems.com 

=pect MORE From Your AM Transmitter 
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Made in USA 

IKW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter for under $10K 

Built with dual hot-swappable 600 
Watt RF modules capable of 150% 
modulation, X- 1000B can bring 
that major market sound to your 
radio station. Engineered with the 
latest technological innovations, 
X- 1000B offers high reliability, 
built-in redundancy and it is HD 
Radio'- ready. 

Best of all, our customers tell us 
that the money they save running 
the X-10006 pays for itself with 

Aik  ARMSTRONG  

savings in electricity and 
maintenance costs over an older 
transmitter ... and as a bonus they 
get exceptional reliability and that 
major market sound for free. 

But, don't take our word for it. 
Talk to our customers already on-
the-air with the X- 1000B. Call or 
email for a users list and decide 
for yourself why owning this 
transmitter is a no-brainer. 

Aliik TRANSMIT TER COPPORATION 

Tel 315-673-1269 / sales@armstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.COM 
HD Radio is a registered trade mark of iBiquity Digital Corporation. 
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By Mike DePolo and Lucy St. James 

keRRIS 

52, 

hen Radio Ore first installed HD Radio 
transmitters for its stations in Philadelphia 
and began broadcasting a digital signal,the 
engineers at its stations were impressed by 
the lack of multipath and increased stereo 
separation. The question was,"Would this 
be enough benefit to catch the ears of 
listeners?" Several Radio One stations 
were adding 5.1 to their broadcasts, but it 
wasn't clear how the Philadelphia stations 
would handle this conversion within their 
all-analog facility Beyond that, the group 
had only recently completed construction 
on an analog facility,and was not ready for 
a digital conversion. 

I ' 
r r  
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Performance at at a glance  
AES-3 I/O 

32kHz to 48kHz sampling rate 

Uses watermarking technology 

Transports surround with two-channels 

Remote control via RS-485 and USB 

Accepts external word clock 

An engineer's view 
Aftersome investigation ! spoke with Ken 

Wallace, the chief engineer from our sister 
stations in Detroit. He told me that Detroit 
recently added Neural Audio 5.1 capabil-
ity to one of its studios. When he told me 
that the stations had begun producing 5.1 
digital content almost immediately after 
the installation of the Neural processors, 
while using their existing studio consoles, 
I was intrigued. I contacted Neural Audio 
to find out how the Neural system would 
mesh within our existing stereo facility 
Neural explained that its approach allows 

producers to work their usual magic with 
standard editing software (adding a few 
more channels, of course), and then the 
Neural system downmixes the content to a 

watermarked stereo file as the final step.The output of the 
Neural 5225 Downmix can then be treated as normal stereo 
for storage on our servers,where it is played back later for 
broadcast to our listenersne files also maintain surround 
encoding for easy portability in exchanging stereo files 
through e-mail or FTP with our stations in other markets. 
At the consumer receiver end of the chain, the music and 
content can be listened to in mono,stereo,matrixsurround, 
or 5.1 surround using the Neural Upmix decoder. 
Neural arranged to come to Philadelphia to help with 

the installation in our production studio.Our studio uses a 
ProTools Digi002, which natively was not designed for 5.1 
production. With the addition of an RME ADI8 Lightpipe to 
AES converter,we had more than enough channels of I/O 
to accommodate the extra channels needed for surround 

sound. We then attached the Neural 5225 
Downmix via the RME converter. 
This configuration allows individual 
tracks to be routed from Pro Tools 
to each of the 5.1 audio channels 
within the Neural 5225 Downmix. 
The Neural 5225 Downmix then 

returns the stereo watermarked version of the 5.1 mix 
that can be recorded onto a separate track in Pro Tools 
or directly bused to our Wheatstone console for storage 
in our automation system. 
To monitor our newly created 5.1 content, we installed a 

Neural 5225 Upmix unit. This box was wired to the stereo 
console monitor outputs and then directly to the Blue Sky 
amplified speaker system. This was an easy way to monitor 
5.1 without defeating theWheatstone's microphone mute and 
control room volume control.With the addition of two Neural 
5225 boxes and some speakers, we were ready to go. 

A producer's view 
As production director of Radio One Philadelphia, it took 
a few minutes to get used to the newly added surround chan-
nels. Initially, I created a checklist to remind me of import 
and I/O settings until I got used to working with six channels 
rather than two But it didn't take long for me to understand 
the added benefit of Neural Surround Sound. 

It was clear to me when two of the top sales execs were 
escorting a couple of ad agency clients though the studios. 
I had just finished a promo and they were blown away 
by the energy, motion and movement of the piece. They 
had no idea that you could create that kind of sound on 
the radio. Surround Sound gives new life and attention to 
sweepers, promos and production. 
Technically, it is a breeze to set up a session in Pro Tools 

using Neural Surround Sound. After opening a new session, 
(I have a template that starts with eight tracks including 
four mono tracks),I move to the setups menu and open I/O 
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Setups. In the output mode I open Import Settings. Neural 
also places a surround.pio setting in Pro Tools, which is 
then highlighted and opened.Then, I name the outputs in 
the interface with the corresponding channel. 

Setting up sessions 
For instance, the center speaker would be the mono 

voice tracks, the front speakers would be tracks four, five 
and six, the rear speakers would be track seven—left sur-
round—and track eight—right surround. I pick and choose 
which tracks are designated with each speaker. You can 
have as many right and left surround speakers as you need. 
The only negative for me right now is that my current Pro 
Tools template only allows mono channels to be routed 
to the rear surround speakers, but I've been told that this 
can be easily reconfigured.For now it does, however,work 
wonders for crowd noises,allowing them to creep up from 
the rear speakers, just like in a real concert. 
After setting up the outputs I add the final track. This is 

done in Pro Tools by selecting the File menu and choosing 
Add Track,OneTrack,Stereo,Aux 1. The input of this track 
is "Watermark Stereo;" the outputs are one and two. By 
using this approach,everything that is sent,even to clients, 
is watermarked with Neural Surround Sound. 
Imagine crowd noise, sound effects and production 

elements moving from front to back and left to right. 
Sweepers swirl in sound, making the calls stand out.This 
is the impact programmers will demand and expect from 
digital radio. It was easy to use and brought an added 
dimension to my work. 

Once digital radio gets off the shelf and in cars, ser-

vicing the listeners with surround sound 
production will be the norm. Having a 
system that works easily with Pro Tools 
and delivers incredible sound can give 
you a running start within digital radio. 

DePolo is chief engineer of Radio One Phila-
delphia, which includes WRNS, WPHI-FM, and 
WPPZ-FM. St. James is the production director. 

Neural Audio 

F 

E 

425-814-3200 

425-814-3204 

www.neuralaudio.com 

info@neuralaudio.com 

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine 
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by 
well-qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or 
consulting company. 
These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. 

Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment 
and to aiding the author if requested. 

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of 
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine. 

NEW X-111 

BSW is the sole 
domestic U.S. dealer 
for Arrakis X-mixer products 

800.426.8434 
www.bswusa.com 

M AL CONSOLE 

10 AND 14 CI-FANNEL MODELS 

DIGITAL AND ANALOGIO 

TCLEPHONE INTERFACE 

STARTS UNDER i5 4 
970-461-0730 www. arrakis-systems. 

LJ 
Arrakis 
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New Products 
By Kan i Taylor, senior associate editor 

CD player 
HHB 
CDP-88: A 1RU CD player, this unit offers 
24-bit Delta Sigma DIA converters, analog 
and digital connectivity and the ability to 
sync to Word Clock at any frequency from 
32 to 96kHz. Discs are tray-loaded, not via 

• 

o 
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a slot in the front panel. Compatible with 
8cm and 12cm discs, the system plays CD 
and MP3-CD from CD, CD-R and CD-RW 
discs,with the capability to play unfinalized 
CD-R/RW discs and indicate error rates via 
the front-panel display. 

310-319-1111; fax 310-319-1311 
www.hhbusa.com; sales@hhbusa.com 

CD copying and printing system 

Primera Technology 
Bravo XR Disc 
Publisher: This 
unit automates the 
process of record-
ing and direct-to-
disc printing of 50 
CDs or DVDs at a time. 
A robotic arm transports 
the discs to the drive to be burned, and then moves the 
discs into the integrated 4800 dpi color printer. All supplies 
and the finished discs are accessible from the front of the 
unit, which allows it to be placed on shelves or mounted 
in 4RU. Two Bravo XR systems can be stacked and oper-
ated from one PC. Each unit includes a copy of Primo 
DVD burning software from Sonic for PC and Charismac's 
Discribe Software for Mac users. Sure Thing CD Labeler 
Primera Edition labeling software is also included for 
graphic design. 

800-797-2772: fax 763-475-6677 
www.primera.com; sales@primera.com 

Audio processor 
Omnia Audio 

,MIONMOOPT, 

Omnia Multicast: The Omnia Multicast audio proces-
sor with Sensus technology helps HD Radio 
broadcasters deliver multicast audio. Sensus 
is a suite of audio enhancement tools that 
predicts the effects of the HD Radio codec and 
counters problems. The processor features a 
48k1-1z,24-bit audio processing platform with 
384kHz internal sampling rate and a three-
band dynamic peak limiter with a feed-for-
ward/feedback design and intermodulation 
distortion reduction,plus wideband AGC.The 
unit also offers bass management EQ with 
as much as 12dB of bass boost and accepts 
digital inputs from 32kHz to 96kHz. 

216-241-3343: fax 216-241-4103 
wwwomniaaudio.com; info@omniaaudio.com 

_ 
Acoustics First® 
Materials To Control Sound 
And Eliminate Noise 

BlockAid" Control On A Roll 

Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall 
mass without increasing its depth. .125 inch, STC = 27 

www.acousticsfirst.com 

Lightning block 
Stormin Protection 
Products 
Case Ground: This system prevents 
lightning from coming up the case ground. 
Attach the black wire to the equipment 
case ground or metal frame. Attach the 
red ground wire to the grounding system 
or the rod attached to the unified ground-
ing system. 

888-471-1038; fax 727-548-0867 
wwestorminprotection.com 

storminprotection@earthhnk.net 
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Audio editing software 

Adobe Systems 

Audition 2.0: In Adobe Audition 2.0, a 
new low-latency mixing engine with ASIO 

hardware support allows greater creative 
flexibility with real-time effects and input 
monitoring.Automaticdelaycompensation 
provides synchronization while mixing an 
unlimited number of tracks, including as 
many as 80 simultaneous input and output 
devices. The mixer panel allows users to 

set up the type of routing needed using inputs,outputs,sends and buses. 
Parameter automation can be recorded and adjusted in the mixer itself,or 
in the new automation lanes in the timeline. Users can also add 16 sends 
per channel. Use CPU power more efficiently by creating sends on several 
tracks that go to a bus with a reverb or other effects applied. 

800-833-6687: fax 408-531-6000: www.adebemai 

Sound effects library 
Mediatone Music 

Noisefuel additions: Each 
of the Noisefuel products is 
created by a team of sound de-
sign specialists and packaged 
as one or two CD-ROMs, with 
content being provided in WAV 
and MP3 formats. The newest 
editions to Noisefuel are The 

Sci-Fi Collection, Foley Footsteps and Transitions,Whooshes and Swipes. 
866-252-7788: fax 912-389-9901: VAVYLIIIdatemeacir-cee: iabestaiiscrtuto 

Find the mic 
winner 

December issue 
Congratulations to 

Jeff Reynolds 
of KVNF Public Radio in Paonia, 
OH. His name was drawn from 

the correct entries for the 
December issue. He won the 
Sabro Som SPF pop filter from 

Transaudio Group. 

The mic icon was above the operator's 
head, sideways on the CD player. 

BROADCASTING 
www.transaudiogroup.com 

No purchase necessary. 
For complete rules, go to beradio.com. 

Broadcast Devices, Inc. 

Got composite, need AES? 

4 

II a 

The Total Digital Solution... 

me • 

bdi 
Broadcast Devices 
(P) 914.737.5032 

(F) 914.736.6916 
www.Broadcast-Devices.corn 

Our solutions to composite distribution include the 

CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300 
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters 
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the 
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence 

sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you 
already. We have the total solution for your distribution 

needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator! 

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for 
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input 

digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence 

or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more 
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four 

output digital DA in the AES-302. We didn't forget about 
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of 

the selected input available too. Many solutions in one 
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your 
transmitter or studio switching. 
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Custom Image Room Furniture 

Force 16 MF 

Why Omniraxl 

I e Ck &a led Sealelito, CA 44•-lne 

Nettl..1M 40.31 FAX d3 ne. ili 1. 9...1,1ter 

wariacennirax.com intki*omnirax.curn 

• Lundkw coesityneve ~oat devil alluinN, 
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III Ungar emookuninvor. oi Mar, l'UIREllefflbIN 

and engenorae> 
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Ill Wt% rarmitacnon guaranteed 

eroblem... 

Tower Gillts 

aren't -riasli;nii 

and we don't 

Ilave a bade-1p 

-Clasher. 

edenCremseirointet 

Transmitting & Audio Tubes 

Semicorductors 

Taylor 

Eimac 

Amperex 

MA/Corn 

Immediate 

Shipmert 
from Stock 

Motorola 

Toshiba 

Thompson 

Mitsubishi 

• Se Habla Espanol • We Export 

760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787 
Fax: 760-74t 1943 

www.rfparts.cem 
E mail: 

rfp@rfparts.com 

Horne office: 800-433-2105 
C-K Cokrado: 800-2874233 
C-K Mid America: 877-2234221 
C-K Missouri: 800-955-8800 

Broadcast Engineering 
Propagation Software 

R: • • 1:13•41y Te, rad, 

Professional software packages for FCC 

applications and predicting coverage 

.) Create stunning real-world coverage 

maps and interference studies using 
Longley-Rice. TIREM. ITU-R P1546-1, 

PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3T" 

.0Search FM channels under spacings and 

contour protection using FMCommanderne 

.0Prepare AM skywave and groundwave 

allocations studies and map FCC contour 
coverage using AM-Prone 

,d Plot SIL paths and coverage over 30 
terrain with Terrain-31Y" 

vsoft COMMUNICATIONSIK angtneenng consueng 

LK IERKm•KKNOhun Whom. softwan, 
aord FRoPmerles (.-

The teader in broadcast 

Stocking SSAC flashers, 
alarm relays, 

and H&H beacons 
and sidelights. 

PROAUDIO.COM 
A CROUSE-KIMZEY COMPANY 
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F?ernote Hroadca5t Solutions!!! 
; 

COrctuileWabricmni 
Al ¡Cr. Tee. 

PG111.4/1141c Input X 

MicTri - Mic--/LinF Trfrphone: Int-Frfc.F 

D Outputs & Inputs for telephore nandset, cellular phone or 
balanced line level at up to +10dBm. 

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries. 

D High quality, user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping. 

D External power input with silent, auto-switching battery backup. 

D Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels. 
4311e1WeaeDeb 
MD:0E13(53W) 

6119 ell 
celtmeilla 
21305 

Florida 32609, 

5v1 

CrcuotWartes Wrap 

u_le TS 
• t :6 7, 

• Audio 
MAI 
Phone 9 Wan 

TelTap - PockFt-Sizrd 

Manual TrfrphonF Coupler 

D Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual 
telephone coupler. 

D Send or receive telephone audio. 

D Mute Switch disconects all audio to o from 
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap ccnnected. 

D Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great 
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities. 

Gel info on these E. other 

greaL remote products ai 

www.circuitwerkes.coni 

• Total Walk-Away 
• Jock Assist 
• Satellite Music Formats 
• Built- In Voice Tracking 
• Built- In Digital Editor 
• Built- In Music Scheduling 
• Internet Voice Tracking 
• No Proprietary Hardware 
• Plays MP2, MP3, WAV, 

WMA 

www.DigitalJukeBox.com 

Call Us Toll Free at 888-0nAlr-99 

i Outside the USA 740-282-SOFT 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee 

»Fr Ii 
Wants Dealers 
For DOMESTIC and OVERSEAS sales 

We manufacture quality FM 
Broadcast transmitters, exciters, 

power amplifiers and LPFM 

rl Best dealer prices in the industry 
rl Excellent dealer & customer support 
I All products up to lkW in stock 
I 2 year warranty on all parts and labor 

Designed & Manufactured in the USA 

Call 408 448 3342 
www.ptekpower.corn 
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Career Help Wanted Equipment Financing 
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Where can I find.., a new job? 
an engineer? 

RESUME/3(11/k 
./obsONLINE 

Go to Career Services at wwwabo.or • (317) 846-9000 

SBE 

For Sale 

AcousticsFirst 
TNouU,:re 888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound control 
and noise elimination. 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

RangeMaster Transmitters 
LPAM AM band radio station 

919-367-0607 

License free with 1-2 mile range' Great Sound, 

www am1000rangemaster corn 

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER 

Audemat-Aztec Inc - Miami, FL (www.aude-
mat-aztec.com) continuing its expansion in 
the US market, has opening for a National 

Sales Manager. 
Audemat-Aztec offers a large range of prod-
ucts for radio and TV broadcasters that in-
cludes World-class ROS encoder, Monitoring 
units for HD Radio, AM, FM and TV, Mobile 
metering units and transmitter remote con-
trol. Audemat-Aztec has won a total of 9 
awards over the last 5 years at NAB. 
The successful candidates will be in charge 
of developing sales and needs a technical 
background to perform demonstrations. Can-
didate must have experience in Broadcast 
(Radio and/or TV) Product sales and be ready 
to travel across the country (approx. 500/0 
travel). 
We offer competitive compensation, health 
benefits, above-average paid vacation and 
growth opportunities. 

Contact: 
Sophie Lion Poulain - Operations and 

Communication Manager 
Phone: 305-249-3110 Ext: 201 

Email : Jobs@audemat-aztec.com 

Confidentiality of correspondence will be pro-
tected. Audemat-Aztec is an equal opportu-
nity employer. 

Audemat-Aztec 
Broad castinglnnovation 
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Conrad Trautmann 
CPBE 

Sr. Vice President, 
Engineering & 
Technology 

Westwood One 
Radio Networks 

New York 
Trautmann over-

sees radio engineer-
i ng, telecommu-

nications and Information Technology for 
Westwood One, which includes Westwood 
One Radio Network and Metro/Shadow 
Traffic. He is active with the SBE and is cur-
rently serving a term on the national board 
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 www.dparts.com 

 www.scmsinc.com 

www.scottstudios.com 

www.sencore.com 

 www.shively.com 

 www.sinesystems.com 

 www.sbe.org 

 www.telos-systems.com 

 www.tieline.com 

 www.fmamtv.com 

 www.v-soft.com 

 www.wheatstone.com 

This index is a service to readers. Every effort is made to ensure accuracy, but Radio magazine cannot 
assume responsibility for errors or omissions. 
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_Sign Off 
By Kan i Taylor, senior associate editor 

Do you remember? 

... 

In 1981, 
tape loops were common 

technology for use as a profanity delay. 
Thus,a snapped tape was a common prob-
lem for radio engineers. Eventide's BD955 
broadcast delay offered a digital memory 

1 in 5 people 
worldwide listens to 

music on his cell phone 

Source: TNS Research, www.tns-global.com/gti2005. 

to replace the tape loops. The 
unit's "auto catch-up" feature 
eliminated the need to fill the 
delay period. Instead,as the Dump button was pressed, 
the delay instantly went to zero and the objectionable 
material was deleted. Then the BD955 automatically 
rebuilt the delay as the program continued. 
When not in use as an obscenity delay, the system 

could be used as a production tool. Any delay from 
6.5 milliseconds to the unit's maximum could be set 
from the front panel,so the engineer received a variety 
of reverb, doubling and other vocal and musical pro-
duction effects.The unit was available with maximum 
delays of 1.6, 3.2 and 6.4 seconds and with 15kHz or 
telephone-compatible 7.5kHz response. 

That was then 

According to 
a magazine ad for the 
Zenith tubeless pocket ra-
dio, the Royal 500 offered seven 
transistors, "up to 15 times more 
volume than radios of equivalent size and up to 
30 times more sensitivity to bring in more distant 
stationeThe radio provided 400 hours of battery 
life from one set of mercury batteries.A usercould 
also operate the radio for a"fraction of a cent an 
hour" on four long-life penlite batteries. 
Introduced in 1955, the Ryal 500 was 5.75"H 
x 3.5"W x 1.5"D and weighed 19 ounces. It sold 
for $75. 
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TAILOR THAT SOUND \\V Zelire:=4" TM 

Can Do BIG Things! 

[iE:Tr.liVL1 UP «I'rA Zi-VD1(.2, 
The Vorsis AP-3 digital processor is 
the ideal tool to shape your sound 

exactly the way you want it 
—cleanly and efficiently. 

Built around a multi-band compressor 
with complementary AGC, the AP-3 
replaces a whole rack of dedicated 
units. VORSIS pre-conditions your 

signal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser, 
expander), then let's you apply 3-band 

AGC/compression and 4-band para-
metric EQ (signal chain reversible) 
before going through a final stage 

zero-overshoot peak limiter. 

With real-time spectrum density 
readouts and full metering, our 

included PC graphic interface 
software makes operation of the 

AP-3 direct and easy, offering 
complete control of all audio 
parameters, presets, monitor 

functions, system settings 
and security— all through 
a single R1-45 ethernet 

connection that lets 
you control one or 
many AP-3 units. 

tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / terww.vorfis.com Copyright 0 2005 by Wheatstone Corporation 



JUMP! We have the NET you can TRUST 

ing the Right Networked Audio Sy 

YOUR ENTIRE COMPLEX depends on 
the reliability and longterm support of the digital 
network. WHEATSTONE has the hardware, the 
software, the GUI, the op manuals, and most 
important, the support TEAM. We'll get you up 
and running on time—without budget surprises. 

OUR NETWORK SYSTEM: It's not just a pro-
duct; it's an entire line—CONTROL SURFACES: 
we've got eleven to choose from; CARD CAGES: 
three different sizes to optimize your budget and 
still allow for future expansion. 

DIGITAL AUDIO ISN'T EASY, and reliable 
networks are much more challenging. Trust the 
company with EXPERIENCE, RESOURCES and 
STAYING POWER: WHEATSTONE! 

•A in 
• Proven designs— hundreds installed! 
• 64 bi-directional signals on CAT-5 or optical 

• Bi-directional machine control embedded 
with audio 

• Routable mixes 
• Extremely low latency (audio and logic) 
not system size dependent 

• Scheduling software 
• Automation control interface 

• Desktop X-Y control plug-in 

• Audio over Ethernet portal to automation 

• Virtual soundcard software 

• Embedded router control 
• Realtime operating system 

• Ethernet controllers 

• Redundant DSP option 
• Redundant WHEATNET'option 

V-Vhite-Irter4le AUDIO is what we do BEST! 
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